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SUBMISSION FORM 
 

AGENCY MISSION 

As the largest law enforcement agency in South Carolina, it is the mission of the South Carolina 

Department of Public Safety to protect and serve the public with the highest standard of conduct 

and professionalism; to save lives through educating the citizens of South Carolina on highway 

safety and diligent enforcement of laws governing traffic, motor vehicles, commercial carriers, 

and immigration; to provide protective services for government officials, state government 

properties, and the general public visiting these properties; and to ensure a safe, secure 

environment for the citizens of the state of South Carolina and its visitors. 
 

AGENCY VISION 

The South Carolina Department of Public Safety’s (SCDPS) vision is to ensure that it is setting 

the standard for public safety excellence as a cohesive team by making South Carolina a safer 

place to live, work, and visit through protection, education, and service. Embedded within 

SCDPS’ efforts and initiatives to serve the public are the agency’s core values: Integrity, 

Excellence, Accountability, and Leadership.  
 

Does the agency have any major or minor recommendations (internal or external) that would allow the agency to operate 
more effectively and efficiently? 
   

RESTRUCTURING 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Yes No 

                                        ☐                           ☒ 
 

Is the agency in compliance with S.C. Code Ann. § 2-1-230, which requires submission of certain reports to the Legislative 
Services Agency for publication online and to the State Library?  See also S.C. Code Ann. § 60-2-30. 
   

REPORT SUBMISSION 
COMPLIANCE: 

Yes No 

                                        ☒                           ☒ 
 

The agency believes that the only report that meets the criteria described in S.C. Code § 2-1-230 is the Traffic 

Collision Fact Book prepared by the Statistical Analysis and Research Section of the Office of Highway Safety 

and Justice Programs. The most recent fact book was transmitted to the State Library on June 12, 2020. 
 

Is the agency in compliance with various requirements to transfer its records, including electronic ones, to the Department 
of Archives and History?  See the Public Records Act (S.C. Code Ann. § 30-1-10 through 30-1-180) and the South Carolina 
Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (S.C. Code Ann. § 26-6-10 through 26-10-210). 
   

RECORDS 

MANAGEMENT 
COMPLIANCE: 

Yes No 

                                        ☐                           ☒ 

 

The regulations governing the transfer of records to the Department of Archives and History ("DAH") permit 

a state agency to retain copies of records when the agency believes the records are active and required for daily 

operational use. The Department exercised this option and maintained copies of many records that would 

eventually require transfer to the DAH based on its operational needs. While the Department concedes that 

some older records that are not regularly consulted could be transferred to the DAH, the Department has not 

destroyed any records that would ultimately require transfer. 
 

Is the agency in compliance with S.C. Code Ann. § 1-23-120(J), which requires an agency to conduct a formal review of its 
regulations every five years? 
   

REGULATION  
REVIEW: 

Yes No 

                                        ☒                            ☐ 
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The agency conducted a formal review of its regulations in 2013 and 2017 as required by S. C. Code § 1-23-

120(J) and transmitted the 2017 report to the Code Commissioner on September 4, 2019. 

Please identify your agency’s preferred contacts for this year’s accountability report. 
Name Phone Email 

PRIMARY CONTACT: Major D.L Banister (803) 896-8093 DonaldBanister@scdps.gov 

SECONDARY CONTACT: Ashley Marczesky (803) 896-0122 AshleyMarczesky@scdps.gov 

I have reviewed and approved the enclosed FY 2019–2020 Accountability Report, which is complete and accurate to the 
extent of my knowledge. 

AGENCY DIRECTOR

(SIGN AND DATE): 

(TYPE/PRINT NAME): Acting Director Robert G. Woods, IV 

BOARD/CMSN CHAIR

(SIGN AND DATE): 
N/A 

(TYPE/PRINT NAME): N/A 
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AGENCY’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

SCDPS VISION AND VALUES 

The South Carolina Department of Public Safety’s (SCDPS, department, or agency) vision is to ensure that this agency is 

setting the standard for public safety excellence as a cohesive team by making South Carolina a safer place to live, work, 

and visit through protection, education, and service. Ingrained within SCDPS’ efforts and initiatives to serve the public are 

the agency’s core values: Integrity, Excellence, Accountability, and Leadership.  

EXTERNAL FACTORS AFFECTING AGENCY PERFORMANCE 

COVID-19 Pandemic 

Signature on file
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Throughout the course of SCDPS’ response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the department has made a conscious effort to 

keep its law enforcement officers updated on the latest Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidance to assist 

and protect them during their daily contacts with the public. This written guidance included classifications and examples of 

risk potentials, various protective measures to take when conducting traffic stops and performing other law enforcement-

related duties, countermeasures to employ (donning PPE, practicing proper hand hygiene, contacting emergency medical 

service for transportation assistance, sanitizing equipment and vehicles), and measures to exercise when an employee 

believes he/she has been exposed to the virus. The department will continue to provide guidance in the future as guidelines 

change and operations begin returning to normalcy.  

The department produced a Viral Pathogen Protocol training video in order to provide the department’s law enforcement 

personnel with a protocol for conducting traffic stops and collision investigation consistent with internal and CDC COVID-

19 guidance. The training video reinforces officer safety and situational awareness during public contacts and proactive law 

enforcement efforts. SCDPS law enforcement officers accessed the training video via the department’s PowerDMS training 

platform. This training will serve officers well in the event of future viral pathogen outbreaks. 

Cases of COVID-19 within the agency have resulted in a loss of productivity as employees have been on leave due to 

sickness or precautionary quarantines. Additionally, as a precautionary measure, the department has provided a large portion 

of civilian employees within the agency the option to telecommute while performing their job duties.  

Response to Influx of Protests around the State 

Bureau of Protective Services (BPS) personnel have ensured the public’s right to exercise their right to free speech during 

twelve (12) named rallies and protests at on State House grounds along with various spontaneous protests, foot patrol 

missions, and legislative return security. As a result of their diligent patrol, BPS personnel apprehended two individuals 

attempting to destroy monuments on State House grounds. South Carolina Highway Patrol troops have assisted with ten 

(10) county protest events. SCDPS, to date, has assisted ESF-13 (SLED) in eight (8) protest events statewide to ensure the 

protection of all citizens. 

Staffing Levels 

Recent events around the country involving law enforcement officials and civilians have affected the agency’s law 

enforcement staffing levels from the front end by negatively influencing the public’s general perception of law enforcement. 

According to a June 8-July 20, 2020 Gallup Poll, only 48% of the general public surveyed reported “a great deal” or “quite 

a lot” of confidence in law enforcement, which is an all-time low.1 This public perception has potentially deterred once-

interested candidates from joining law enforcement and, therefore, affected SCDPS’ candidate pool resulting in smaller 

training classes and lower staffing levels. 

Another challenge the department has faced in regard to staffing levels and, more specifically, the ability to retain new hires, 

is the characteristics embodying the “Millennial” and “Generation Z” generations from which the department is recruiting. 

According to an October 2017 PoliceOne article,2 “Known as ‘job hoppers,’ millennials move from one employer to another, 

trying on different hats, and ready to jump ship for greener (or more interesting) pastures. A 2012 poll of millennial 

workers found that as many as 91 percent expect to stay in any one job less than three years. To think law enforcement is 

drawing entirely from the 9 percent with expectations of greater stability is foolish. Further, ‘54 percent of millennials either 

want to start a business or already have started one. And 72 percent of Generation Z (the post-millennial generation) want 

to start their own business.’ Virtually all new police hires today are coming from the younger end of the millennial pool, 

with the Gen Z population soon to follow as they come of recruitment age. Gallup research found 60 percent of employed 

millennials are open to new opportunities, and they are the generation most likely to switch jobs and least engaged in the 

workplace.” 

SCDPS relies heavily on staffing levels and manpower to enforce and uphold State and Federal laws, provide and maintain 

security, and work to reduce traffic fatalities. Throughout Fiscal Year 2020, the agency was required to re-allocate 

enforcement resources to address external factors including:  

 Deployment of Highway Patrol and State Transport Police personnel for Hurricane Dorian (August 29, 2019 – 

September 6, 2019); and 

 Bike Rallies at the beach (September 30, 2019 – October 6, 2019 and May 18, 2020 – May 20, 2020). 

                                                           
1 https://news.gallup.com/poll/317135/amid-pandemic-confidence-key-institutions-surges.aspx  
2 https://www.policeone.com/recruitment-retention-crisis/articles/445846006-5-ways-police-leaders-can-recruit-and-retain-
millennials/ 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/317135/amid-pandemic-confidence-key-institutions-surges.aspx
https://www.policeone.com/recruitment-retention-crisis/articles/445846006-5-ways-police-leaders-can-recruit-and-retain-millennials/
https://www.policeone.com/recruitment-retention-crisis/articles/445846006-5-ways-police-leaders-can-recruit-and-retain-millennials/
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INTERNAL FACTORS AFFECTING AGENCY PERFORMANCE 

Appointment of Acting Director R.G. Woods, IV  

Establishment of Chief of Staff Position 

In its previous form, the department’s reporting structure was designed so all thirteen (13) “Division Directors” reported 

directly to the agency director. Upon Acting Director Woods’ appointment, a concern was identified that the director’s 

number of direct reports created inefficiencies. In response to this concern, Acting Director Woods re-structured the 

department’s organizational chart by re-establishing a Chief of Staff position. Under this new design, “Command Staff” 

members (SCDPS Chief of Staff, South Carolina Highway Patrol Colonel, State Transport Police Colonel, Bureau of 

Protective Services Chief, Immigration Enforcement Unit Commander, Office of Professional Responsibility Chief, and 

General Counsel) report directly to the director, reducing his number of direct reports from thirteen (13) to seven (7). The 

remaining “Executive Staff” members (Office of Human Resources Director, Chief Financial Officer, Office of Strategic 

Services, Accreditation, Policy, and Inspections Commander, Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs Director, 

Chief Information Officer, Director of Public Affairs, Office of Support Services Director, and Legislative Liaison) report 

directly to the Chief of Staff, who has been delegated authority to approve various items without the director’s approval. 

Law Enforcement Salaries 

SCDPS has faced an ongoing struggle deriving from the law enforcement personnel salaries and compensation. The agency 

implemented a revised pay scale on September 17, 2015 to attract the most highly qualified applicants. While this revised 

pay plan addressed immediate concerns of making SCDPS more competitive from a recruiting standpoint, SCDPS must 

strive to keep law enforcement salaries competitive with local (city, county, etc.) or regional law enforcement agencies. 

This inequity impacts not only the agency’s ability to attract and recruit the best applicants but also has a negative effect on 

retention as law enforcement officers progress through their careers. In addition, without the means to fund a salary career 

path that compensates officers for experience beyond ten years, knowledge, or skills, SCDPS struggles to retain experienced 

officers.  

AGENCY’S ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

SCDPS has achieved numerous accomplishments during Fiscal Year 2019-2020 to include:  

CALEA Reaccreditation Process 

The department successfully navigated a virtual CALEA review of agency policies, procedures, and operational 

components. The department underwent the virtual review in May and was awarded its 8th reaccreditation on July 31, 2020.   

Implemented Civilian Employee Pay Plan Initiative 

In February 2020, the department began developing a process for identifying and addressing salary structure inequities 

among its civilian staff with the immediate goal of mitigating inequities while creating steps to determine long-term 

strategies and solutions. The process utilized the following considerations (among others) to achieve positive results: 

 Salary inequities (employees who fell at least 10% below the agency or state average) 

 The avoidance of salary compression 

 Agency-wide equity analysis to ensure inequity was not exacerbated  

 Accurate classifications.  

By reallocating existing state funding, creating process efficiencies in full time equivalent positions and eliminating vacant 

positions, the department fully utilized the State’s pay plan and career path series to initiate thirty-nine (39) actions resulting 

in pay increases for civilian employees. This process will serve as a model going forward to attract, retain and compensate 

its staff appropriately. 

Implementing Remote In-Service Training/SCHP Advance Post Academy Training 

Proper law enforcement re-certification is both professionally essential and mandated by the Continuing Law Enforcement 

Education Requirements for Recertification statute. As such, a byproduct of the COVID-19 pandemic was the realization 

that the delivery of web based training for recertification purposes (in-service training) needed to be utilized to greater 

degrees than in the past. The South Carolina Highway Patrol Training Unit (HP Training) successfully transitioned over 

fifty percent (50%) of the required recertification training to a web based platform which will preserve time and resources 

expended by travel. The training unit has also applied this same concept to new officers attending the South Carolina 

Criminal Justice Academy, again saving time and resources to prepare officers to engage in patrol duties. Currently the 
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SCHP Post Academy Advance Training consists of four (4) weeks of training with the HP Training at the South Carolina 

Criminal Justice Academy.  Between late 2020 and early 2021, the SCHP Post Academy Advance Training will transition 

to six (6) weeks and consist of more in-depth training that relates directly to the daily responsibilities of a SCHP trooper. 

Due to the pandemic, HP Training has implemented a new way to conduct the SCHP Post Academy Advance Training. The 

first two (2) weeks will be conducted via WebEx, where the trainee will remain in his/her post office and the instructor will 

be in another remote location. This allowed the officers to stay on track with their training during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Established SCDPS Civilian Advisory Committee 

In order to provide civilian employees the same opportunity afforded to law enforcement officers and allow for additional 

suggestions from employees in regard to departmental efficiency, the department implemented a SCDPS Civilian Employee 

Advisory Committee Program on April 2, 2020. The Committee will be chaired by the Human Resources Director. Each 

division is provided the opportunity to vote for the representative who will attend the Committee meetings and present their 

suggestions. An employee wishing to bring an item before the Committee provides all pertinent information to his/her 

appropriate Committee representative who will present it at the Committee meetings. Employee Advisory Committee 

members will meet biannually in January and July of each calendar year to review any suggestions provided, prioritize, and 

discuss these suggestions. 

Established “Kudos” Program 

During initial meetings after Acting Director Woods’ appointment, Command Staff and Executive Staff members presented 

a resounding concern that employees, although given the opportunity to provide feedback through the Employee Suggestion 

Boxes and Law Enforcement Advisory Committee, did not feel their suggestions were being communicated to the 

appropriate supervisory personnel with decision-making authority. Acting Director Woods implemented a “Kudos” process 

by which he explains, via email to all SCDPS employees, the identified problem, suggestion, and solution and personally 

recognizes any employee whose suggestion resulted in an operational improvement. This process has encouraged employees 

to submit productive suggestions while ensuring employees that their voices are being heard and taken into consideration. 

The department has received and recognized many employee suggestions in this manner to include a suggestion for 

providing spare “pre-configured” laptops for troopers should theirs malfunction at a time when repair services might not be 

readily available (nights, weekends), a suggestion for anticipating the need for additional cleaning supplies to respond to 

the COVID-19 pandemic, and a suggestion to improve manpower efficiency by using a security system camera to monitor 

the entrance of and provide access to the Pendleton Street parking garage. 

Information Technology during COVID-19 Response 

Due to the infrastructural and security improvements put into place over the last two years by coordinating with the 

Department of Administration’s DTO, SCDPS employees were able to seamlessly transition into performing their job duties 

remotely when telecommuting was implemented at the State Level in response to the Pandemic. The encryption, two-factor 

authentication (2FA), and infrastructure implemented within the last three years to support Trooper mobility and was rolled 

out to civilians rapidly. Additionally, the hardware refresh cycle implemented for Trooper devices provided robust 

capabilities for remote access including the implementation of training and testing. 

SmartCop Implementation 

On January 6, 2020, the department implemented the SmartCop Software Solution as an integrated case management system 

needed to eliminate inefficiencies and data entry redundancies as troopers and officers are currently submitting enforcement 

data into multiple software applications (e.g., Police Central, ReportBeam, and Trooper Console). The new system will 

consolidate these efforts; reduce administrative demands placed on law enforcement personnel; and allow for an increased 

number of troopers and officers to focus on proactive enforcement.  

The new SmartCop Software Solution provides various modules that will be implemented as the department retires current 

systems and migrates historical data. SCDPS has migrated five (5) years of historical Public Contacts, four (4) years of 

historical Electronic Citations, and is currently migrating four (4) years of historical collision data (TR-310) to SmartCop. 

Implemented SmartCop Records Management Software 

Over ten (10) years ago, the department purchased the SmartCop CAD system that has been utilized by SCDPS 

Telecommunication Centers (TCCs) statewide. In an effort to create a “one-stop-shop” for SCDPS troopers/officers in their 

reporting requirements, SCDPS procured the SmartCop Records Management System (RMS). SmartCop’s RMS is a 

comprehensive system that not only meets NIBR's compliance standards, but also provides a robust and powerful tool to 

capture, index, store and track information, documents, and files efficiently. This software streamlines records and reporting 

processes and ensures accuracy and compliance with the South Carolina Department of Motor Vehicles and the South 
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Carolina Court Administration. With the new RMS, SCDPS records are centralized for people, property, places, and related 

information in a single database enabling the agency to manage and track everything that it does in a central location. In 

January 2020, SCDPS troopers/officers went live with the Mobile Forms Module of SmartCop RMS.  

As the department moves into the future with SmartCop, SCDPS plans to further streamline daily operations. Departmental 

personnel are working diligently to implement the SmartCop Evidence Management Module which offers a simplified and 

error-free evidence collection process, an easy to use Integrated Dashboard, a barcode scan feature, and detailed and 

extensive reporting. This module also allows SCDPS troopers/officers to group evidence with other reports (Incident 

Reports, Collision Reports) by case number, which reduces the amount of time it takes to process evidence. SCDPS is 

currently scheduled to provide the Evidence Management Module to a test group of troopers/officers beginning in 

September 2020.   

Another efficiency-related feature offered by SmartCop software that the department is anticipating adding to its toolbox is 

the Analytic Module called SmartData, which includes an interactive dashboard application that provides SCDPS 

supervisors the ability to manage and extract critical data for comprehensive reporting. The SmartData module allows the 

agency to make informed decisions and allocate resources effectively and then identifies trends and patterns which allow 

the department to react to enforcement needs proactively. Within this module, supervisors will have the ability to query data 

from the CAD and RMS and easily place the information in a Grid, Graphical (Pie Chart), or multi-layer map. SmartData 

is constantly receiving updates to improve this module as it is the newest in the SmartCop suite. 

Provided Stress Management and Wellness Training  

During 2019 and 2020, all law enforcement and TCOs were provided “Stress Management and Wellness” training to assist 

in their ability to manage workplace stressors, time, and/or their subordinates in the most effective means possible. The 

department is also working toward establishing an Employee Assistance Program which provides a network of health and 

wellness services to SCDPS employees and their families.  

Established Law Enforcement Supervisory Training 

In April 2020, the department initiated first line law enforcement supervisory training through the online FEMA Independent 

Study program. Supervisory personnel were directed to complete three (3) courses: Leadership and Influence (IS-240.b), 

Decision Making and Problem Solving (IS-241.b), and Effective Communication (IS-242.b) for a total of thirteen (13) hours 

of instruction.  

OHR has procured further training through Admin which is titled “Supervisory Practices.” The training commenced in June 

2020 and will continue for approximately two (2) years with updates extending to newly promoted supervisors as vacancies 

are filled. This proctored training will be delivered to supervision (law enforcement and civilian) with content covering 

thirteen (13) critical areas of supervisory development.    

As part of the vision to engrain supervisory training in current and future leaders, the agency has adapted a self-paced 

Leadership Series course originally developed by the acting director into an on-line format. The Leadership Series is readily 

available to all personnel through the PowerDMS platform as a nine (9) module course of study. Questions developed from 

the course, serving as a check on learning, have become a part of each DPS Division’s promotional exams.  

The need to train law enforcement executives to analyze trends and manage into the future is evidenced by crime trends, 

technology and retention rates. Options are available through established programs such as The Public Safety Leadership 

Initiative (North Carolina State University) and the FBI National Academy, but distance and availability often serve as 

deterrents. With this in mind, the department is exploring other criminal justice educational alternatives. Local accredited 

universities offer educational opportunities as part of their Masters-based programs to law enforcement professionals which 

reduce the aforementioned deterrents and cost. 

Revised Highway Patrol Promotional Process  

In its previous form, the Highway Patrol promotions process resulted in prolonged periods of time for which positions were 

vacant, leaving troops with diminished manpower for months until vacant positions are filled. SCDPS personnel streamlined 

the Highway Patrol promotional system by implementing the following: 

1. Electronic testing administered through the PowerDMS platform which will allow tests for each rank (Corporal, 

Sergeant, First Sergeant, and Lieutenant) to be administered as frequently as necessary, allowing troopers more 

opportunities which are cohesive with their schedules to complete the appropriate promotional test necessary to 

participate in the promotional process; 
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2. Virtual promotional panel interviews conducted as frequently as necessary for each rank which will eliminate the 

need for troopers to travel to DPS Headquarters—resulting in very little down time as they can immediately resume 

their law enforcement duties at the conclusion of their interviews. Additionally, as interview panels are conducted for 

each rank before vacant positions are posted, troopers and officers will be able to apply for positions immediately as 

they are posted if they have completed all components necessary to participate in the promotional process; 

3. Job postings disseminated electronically through the state’s NeoGov portal which results in a “one-stop” automated 

application process as opposed to the current system in which troopers and officers manually complete and submit 

multiple promotional forms during the application process. 

By allowing troopers to complete all of the necessary steps before a vacant position is posted, the promotional administrative 

unit will be able to compile a list of the most eligible candidates, based on Career Assessment scores, immediately after the 

posting has expired and the vacant position will be filled within a few short weeks, as opposed to multiple months. This 

improved system ensures the department is conducting its promotional process in the most efficient manner and benefit law 

enforcement officers by maintaining manpower levels at all times. 

Established SCDPS Information Security Team 

In March 2020, the department announced the establishment of an Information Security Team within the Office of 

Information Technology (OIT) whose goal is to “identify, negotiate, acquire, and manage the required resources for 

successful design and implementation of the information systems program in alignment with organizational objectives.”3 

This team will consist of three (3) information security-related positions which will be under the direct leadership and 

management of the agency’s Information Security Officer (ISO) who will report directly to the SCDPS Chief Information 

Officer (CIO). As the vast majority of departmental information is transmitted electronically and the CIO has extensive 

knowledge about the technical side of cyber security, the CIO and ISO will be able to collaborate most effectively to protect 

SCDPS information assets. 

Critical Systems Disaster Recovery 

In June 2019, OIT implemented SCDPS’ Critical Systems Disaster Recovery with the Department of Administration’s 

Division of Technology (DTO), the state’s provider, and the state’s contracted consultant to implement the department’s 

information technology infrastructure; define and test application and infrastructure recovery plans; define and test the 

backup and restore options, and incorporate these plans into SCDPS’ Emergency Operation Plans. 

COVID-19 Public Service Announcement 

In response to the COVID-19 Pandemic and public inquiry, the department produced a Public Service Announcement (PSA) 

that provides the public with information on what to expect when stopped by SCDPS law enforcement officers in this 

unusual time. The PSA explains how SCDPS personnel will request information from motorists and employ personal 

protective equipment during traffic stops while maintaining proper social and safe distancing. The department delivered the 

PSA via its existing social media platforms. 

SCDPS Safety Campaigns 

SCDPS was able to make continuous advancements by incorporating highway safety campaigns and educational initiatives 

such as:

 Target Zero Safety Efforts (Law Enforcement Target 

Zero Challenge) 

 Rest Area Safety Events 

 Memorial Service for Highway Fatality Victims 

 Vulnerable Roadway Users 

 Texting and Driving Initiatives (Distracted Driving 

Campaign) 

 Hurricane Lane Reversal Exercises 

 Buckle Up SC (Memorial Day Safety Campaign) 

 Target Zero Team 

 Sober or Slammer: DRINK, DRIVE, DIE. 

 State Transport Police Drive to Zero Campaign 

                                                           
3 https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/blogs/importance-ciso/ 

 State Transport Police’s “Operation Safe Drive on I-

85/I-95” 

 Operation Southern Shield Speed Campaign 

 Target Zero Tuesday Infographics 

 Social Media safety push during major travel holidays 

 New Year’s media events 

 Back to School Safety 

 Child Passenger Seat Checks during CPS weeks 

 Outreach at local and state festivals (S.C. State Fair, 

Coastal Carolina Fair) 

https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/blogs/importance-ciso/
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 Campaigns/messaging focusing on holidays and 

occasions like St. Patrick’s Day, the Super Bowl, 

Daylight Saving Time, Fourth of July and Halloween  

 Infographics that focus on traffic laws (Is your golf 

cart operated legally? “Illegal or just unsafe?” social 

media polls) 

 Partnering with Operation Life Saver for Rail Safety 

Week

The following charts and graphs quantify the agency’s progress towards its overall mission: 
 

  
 

  

* Seatbelt survey was not completed for FY 2019-2020 

South Carolina CMV Traffic Collision Quick Facts  
2019 and 2020 Preliminary Data 

    

Fiscal Year 2018-2019 2019-2020 
% CHANGE     

FY2019- FY2020 

Fatal Collisions 95 101 6.3% 

Injury Collisions 1,784 1,414 -20.7% 

Property Damage Only Collisions 2,172 1,354 -37.7% 

Total Collisions 4,051 2,869 -29.2% 

Fatalities 103 116 12.6% 

Non-fatal Injuries 2,783 2,150 -22.7% 
*Economic Loss Formula: National Safety Council 
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POSSIBLE NEGATIVE IMPACT IF AGENCY GOALS ARE NOT MET 

GOAL 1: ENHANCE PUBLIC/OFFICER SAFETY 

The inability of the department to provide a safe environment in which to travel throughout the state could result in an 

increased level of traffic collisions and fatalities, which result in emotional pain, lost income, higher insurance rates, and 
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other economic loss. A reduction in officer safety places the officers in danger, inflicts physical and emotional pain, and 

induces financial inefficiencies through turnover.  

GOAL 2: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND WORKFORCE PLANNING 

Failing to attract, recruit, and retain a professional workforce may compromise the department’s mission to provide 

professional services, enforce traffic laws, and save lives. By not reducing trainee turnover, more state and taxpayer funds 

would be spent in an attempt to attract, hire, and retain officers. Failure to train the workforce would have a negative effect 

on work performance and could result in employee turnover and ineffective customer service. In addition, without the means 

to fund a salary career path that compensates officers for experience beyond five years, knowledge, or skills, SCDPS would 

struggle to retain experienced officers. 

GOAL 3: APPROPRIATE USE OF INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

Inappropriate use of technology could result in poor customer service and higher costs to conduct business. SCDPS relies 

on computerized information systems to carry out its operations; process, maintain, and report essential information; 

transmit proprietary and other sensitive information; develop and maintain intellectual capital; conduct operations; process 

business transactions; transfer funds; and deliver services. In addition, the Internet has grown increasingly important, 

developing into an extended information and communications infrastructure that supports SCDPS’ service to the public. 

Ineffective protection of these information systems and networks can result in a failure to deliver these vital services and 

result in loss or theft of computer resources, assets, and funds; inappropriate access to and disclosure, modification, or 

destruction of sensitive information, such as criminal justice information, personal identifying information, and proprietary 

business information; disruption of essential operations supporting critical infrastructure and emergency services; 

undermining of agency missions due to embarrassing incidents that erode the public’s confidence in SCDPS; use of 

computer resources for unauthorized purposes or to launch attacks on other systems; damage to networks and equipment; 

and high costs for remediation. 

GOAL 4: QUALITY CUSTOMER SERVICE DELIVERY 

If SCDPS fails to adequately educate, inform, or respond to information needs of the public, the public’s awareness of 

important traffic safety messages would be compromised. 

OUTSIDE HELP NECESSARY FOR MITIGATION 

The overwhelming majority of possible incidents discussed above could be mitigated with additional funding appropriated 

to the agency through recurring and core budget funds. 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OPTIONS 

Possible options for the General Assembly to consider would be to provide the agency with: 

1. Recurring funding for salary increases and a salary career path to assist with recruitment and retention of law 

enforcement officers. 

2. Recurring funding for body armor for SCDPS law enforcement officers; Highway Patrol Radio Rotation; Highway 

Patrol Radar Rotation; law enforcement vehicles; and additional data storage to support the Body Worn Camera 

videos. 

3. Additional funding for Body Worn Cameras which would assist SCDPS and local law enforcement agencies in fully 

outfitting officers that are required to wear body worn cameras as part of their respective agencies’ policies. Also 

additional funding to augment existing commercial off-the-shelf products to provide an integrated case management 

solution to improve efficiency and accuracy.  

FUTURE GOALS 

During Fiscal Year 2021, SCDPS will continue striving toward its goal of zero traffic fatalities by implementing effective 

outreach programs and safety campaigns, upholding State and Federal laws related to commercial motor vehicles and 

highway safety, and partnering with SCDOT and other law enforcement agencies on highway safety initiatives. SCDPS will 

continue enforcing immigration laws pursuant to Federal and State statutes; protecting the State House complex grounds, 

the Governor’s Mansion, and appellate courts; reaching out to the public by working with families of highway fatalities; 

posting safety information via official social media sites; and partnering with schools to encourage, support, and promote 

public safety. 



Agency Name:

Agency Code: 63

Goal Strategy Measure Base Target Actual

Maintaining Safety, Integrity and Security G 1

S 1.1

M 1.1.1 998 1,000 982
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

South Carolina Collision 

and Ticket Tracking 

System (SCCATTS) 

Fatality Application - 

Updated Daily

Arithmetical calculations by 

OHSJP's Statistical Analysis 

and Research Section (SARS) 

statisticians

Directly Related to the Agency's 

Core Mission

M 1.1.2 140,133 140,000 124,822
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

South Carolina Traffic 

Collision Statistical 

Database - Updated 

Weekly

Arithmetical calculations by 

OHSJP's Statistical Analysis 

and Research Section (SARS) 

statisticians

Directly Related to the Agency's 

Core Mission

M 1.1.3 94 82 124
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Federal Motor Carrier 

Safety Administration 

(FMCSA) Analysis and 

Information (A&I) 

System - Updated 

Monthly

Total FMCSA A&I Fatalities 

for Fiscal Year 2020

Identify high CMV fatality corridors 

to focus enforcement efforts in 

those areas.

M 1.1.4 133,720 140,000 73,696
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Electronic counters and 

visitor sign in logs -  

Updated Daily

Electronic count and manual 

calculations of individuals 

entering Courts and State 

House

This data is used to determine how 

many people are screened annually 

by our officers, and whether our 

resources are being utilized 

efficiently. Securing the Statehouse 

and Capitol complex is mandated by  

S.C. Code  Section 23-6-90.

M 1.1.5 6 20 17
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

South Carolina Police 

Central Incident 

Reporting System - 

Updated Annually

Compilation of data from 

the SLED Police Central 

Reporting System

Decrease the number of criminal 

related offenses involving illegal 

foreign nationals.

M 1.1.6 10 30 33
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Immigration 

Enforcement Unit 

Warrant Tracking 

System - Updated 

Annually

Compilation of data from 

the Immigration 

Enforcement Unit Warrant 

Tracking Files

Decrease the number of criminal 

related offenses involving illegal 

foreign nationals.

M 1.1.7 25 30 53
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

South Carolina Police 

Central Incident 

Reporting System - 

Updated Daily

Number of criminal activities 

from the SLED Police Central 

Reporting System

This data is used to determine how 

many criminal reports we 

responded to, and to help 

determine if more resources need 

to be allocated to crime prevention 

efforts. Securing the Statehouse and 

Capitol complex is mandated by S.C. 

Code Section 23-6-90.

S 1.2

Enhance the safety of the public, SCDPS officers, and other law enforcement 

officers

       Protect the public through enforcement and education

Number of traffic fatalities 

Number of traffic collisions 

Number of Commercial Motor Vehicle fatalities

Number of persons screened entering the South Carolina Judicial Division 

(Supreme and Appellant Courts) as well as the South Carolina State House.

Initiate investigation into criminal activities associated with illegal 

immigration/foreign nationals in South Carolina (measured by number of 

investigations initiated)

Initiate criminal charges against and prosecute illegal criminal aliens/foreign 

involved in criminal activity in South Carolina (measured by number of 

warrants created)

Initiate investigation into criminal activities occurring within BPS’ jurisdiction 

(measured by number of criminal activity reports completed)

       Educate the public by disseminating information regarding traffic laws 

and safest driving practices

Strategic Planning and Performance Measurement Template

Statewide Enterprise Strategic Objective Type
Item #

Description
2019-20

Time Applicable
Data Source and 

Availability
Calculation Method Meaningful Use of Measure

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY Fiscal Year 2019-2020

Accountability Report

K050 Section:
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Agency Name:

Agency Code: 63

Goal Strategy Measure Base Target Actual

Strategic Planning and Performance Measurement Template

Statewide Enterprise Strategic Objective Type
Item #

Description
2019-20

Time Applicable
Data Source and 

Availability
Calculation Method Meaningful Use of Measure

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY Fiscal Year 2019-2020

Accountability Report

K050 Section:

M 1.2.1 903 930 518
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

CRO Statistics - 

Updated Monthly

Manual count of scheduled 

public safety presentations.

Safety education is a vital 

component of helping us meet our 

mission "to save lives through 

educating its citizens on highway 

safety." Our safety education efforts 

are coupled with proactive 

enforcement to save lives on the 

roadways.  

M 1.2.2 1,050 1,082 576
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Internal database kept 

by the CRO Unit - 

Updated Daily

Compilation from internal 

reports

Through safety events and fairs, our 

Community Relations Officers and 

safety outreach coordinators meet a 

large and diverse segment of the 

population in our state. These are 

excellent venues for disseminating 

information on highway safety laws 

and best practices. This helps SCDPS 

to meet its mission "to save lives 

through educating its citizens on 

highway safety." Our safety 

education efforts are coupled with 

proactive enforcement to save lives 

on the roadways.  

M 1.2.3 90.30% 91%

90.3%

*There was no 

assessment performed 

this year due to COVID-

19. NHTSA gave states a 

waiver; last year's 

numbers were used per 

NHTSA guidance.

7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

USC Statistical 

Laboratory - Updated 

Annually

Per NHTSA standards
Directly Related to the Agency's 

Core Mission

M 1.2.4 10,897 10,000 8004
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

HoF Registry - Updated 

Monthly
Arithmetical Calculations

To increase public awareness of the 

SC Criminal Justice Hall of Fame. 

M 1.2.5 5,082 5,234 3,772
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Internal database kept 

the CRO Unit - Updated 

Daily

Compilation from internal 

reports

State government and law 

enforcement must have a good 

working relationship with the media 

through transparent and frequent 

contact. This allows us to keep the 

public informed about vitally 

important public safety matters. 

This helps SCDPS to meet its mission 

"to save lives through educating its 

citizens on highway safety." Our 

safety education efforts are coupled 

with proactive enforcement to save 

lives on the roadways.  

S 1.3

Increase proactive media interviews with Community Relations Officers and 

SCDPS Office of Public Affairs to promote highway safety and traffic issues 

(measured by number of interviews conducted)

Increase safety events/fairs/community outreach conducted by the CROs 

distributing safety materials, using the driving simulator, rollover simulator 

and golf cart/goggles (measured by number of safety events completed)

Annual safety belt observational survey results (measured by percentage of 

observed compliance)

Number of visitors to SC Law Enforcement Officers Hall of Fame

       Administer federal grant funds to implement safety programs at the 

state and local levels

Number of public safety presentations made by SCHP Community Relations 

Officers
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Agency Name:

Agency Code: 63

Goal Strategy Measure Base Target Actual

Strategic Planning and Performance Measurement Template

Statewide Enterprise Strategic Objective Type
Item #

Description
2019-20

Time Applicable
Data Source and 

Availability
Calculation Method Meaningful Use of Measure

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY Fiscal Year 2019-2020

Accountability Report

K050 Section:

M 1.3.1 40 53 32
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Documentation of FSI, 

JAG, and BPV sub 

grantees - Updated 

Annually

Consolidation of sub grantee 

reports showing number of 

local and state agencies 

receiving FSI, JAG, and BVP 

funds

As the State Administering Agency 

(SAA), SCDPS is tasked with 

administering federal grant funds to 

local and state agencies across 

South Carolina.

M 1.3.2 2 2 2
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Documentation of 

PREA and RSAT sub 

grantees - Updated 

Annually

Consolidation of sub grantee 

reports showing number of 

local and state law 

enforcement agencies 

receiving PREA and RSAT 

funds

As the State Administering Agency 

(SAA), SCDPS is tasked with 

administering federal grant funds to 

local and state agencies across 

South Carolina.

M 1.3.3 3 3 4
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Documentation of Title 

II Formula Juvenile 

Justice Program  fund 

recipients - Updated 

Annually

Consolidation of sub grantee 

reports showing number of 

agencies receiving Title II 

Formula Juvenile Justice 

Program funds 

As the State Administering Agency 

(SAA), SCDPS is tasked with 

administering federal grant funds to 

local and state agencies across 

South Carolina.

M 1.3.4 92 100 98
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Documentation 

provided by BWC fund 

recipients - Updated 

Annually

Arithmetical Calculations

To ensure as many agencies as 

possible receive financial support 

for BWC.

S 1.4

M 1.4.1 129 178 139
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

HP Training Statistics - 

Updated Monthly

Counted number of officer 

safety advanced training 

sessions (PIT Training, Active 

Shooter, Officer Survival, 

Firearms) 

Identify courses to enhance officer 

safety and increase awareness 

through classroom and practical 

application based on use of force 

and pursuit analysis.

M 1.4.2 17 10 5
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Immigration 

Enforcement Unit 

Training Tracking 

System - Updated 

Annually

Compilation of training data 

from the Immigration 

Enforcement Unit Training 

Files

South Carolina governmental 

agencies must develop a broader 

understanding of immigration laws 

and their application(s).

M 1.4.3 2 5 1
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Immigration 

Enforcement Unit 

Training Tracking 

System - Updated 

Annually

Compilation of training data 

from the Immigration 

Enforcement Unit Training 

Files

Increase law enforcement/state 

agency knowledge associated with 

Human Trafficking, Fraudulent 

Document and Identity Fraud.

Education, Training, and Human Development G 2

S 2.1

M 2.1.1 152 121 116
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

South Carolina 

Enterprise Information 

System - Updated Daily

Number of separations from 

law enforcement positions 

within the agency

The agency would like to retain an 

experienced workforce and 

minimize training costs associated 

with new law enforcement hires

Develop and plan for a professional workforce

       Attract, recruit, and retain a professional workforce

Number of law enforcement employee separations

Identify/host additional training opportunities that will benefit South Carolina 

agencies in the areas of Human Trafficking, Fraudulent Document Recognition 

and Identity Fraud (measured by number of training sessions conducted)

Number of law enforcement agencies receiving Forensic Science Improvement 

(FSI) funds, Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) funds, and Bulletproof Vest 

Partnership (BPV) funds

Number of correctional facilities receiving Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) 

and Residential Substance Abuse Treatment (RSAT) funds

Number of agencies receiving Title II Formula Juvenile Justice Program Funds

Number of law enforcement agencies receiving State-appropriated funds for 

body worn cameras (BWC)

       Protect SCDPS officers through training and resource commitment

Number of officer safety training sessions conducted

Provide an illegal immigration/foreign national training program to state and 

local law enforcement agencies in South Carolina (measured by number of 

training sessions conducted)
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Agency Name:

Agency Code: 63

Goal Strategy Measure Base Target Actual

Strategic Planning and Performance Measurement Template

Statewide Enterprise Strategic Objective Type
Item #

Description
2019-20

Time Applicable
Data Source and 

Availability
Calculation Method Meaningful Use of Measure

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY Fiscal Year 2019-2020

Accountability Report

K050 Section:

M 2.1.2 79 64 60
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

South Carolina 

Enterprise Information 

System - Updated Daily

Number of separations from 

civilian positions within the 

agency

The agency would like to retain an 

experienced workforce and 

minimize training costs associated 

with new civilian hires

M 2.1.3 3,825 4,484 3,774
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Neogov Recruitment 

Software - Updated 

Daily

Number of applications for 

law enforcement positions 

received

The number of law enforcement 

applications received is a direct 

reflection of the department's 

recruiting methods. 

M 2.1.4 9,743 7,268 6,001
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Neogov Recruitment 

Software - Updated 

Daily

Number of applications for 

civilian positions received

The department would like to 

attract a diverse pool of applicants 

for civilian positions to ensure 

quality of candidates from which to 

select. 

M 2.1.5 21.48% 20% 22.70%
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

South Carolina 

Enterprise Information 

System - Updated Daily

Percentage of Law 

Enforcement Minority 

Employees

The workforce of the agency should 

accurately reflect the population 

that it serves. 

M 2.1.6 80.42% 77.50% 82.24%
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

South Carolina 

Enterprise Information 

System - Updated Daily

Percentage of Civilian 

Minority Employees

The workforce of the agency should 

accurately reflect the population 

that it serves. 

S 2.2

M 2.2.1 12 25 13
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Victim Advocate 

Statistics - Updated 

Monthly

Manually count the number 

of training sessions 

conducted.

Compliance with state law requiring 

LE to meet standards in victim 

services.

M 2.2.2 14 10 14
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

MAIT Statistics - 

Updated Monthly

Manually count the number 

of training sessions 

conducted

Promotes technical proficiency and 

encourages professional standards 

within the reconstruction 

community. 

S 2.3

M 2.3.1 96% 85% 88.33%
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

SCDPS' Human 

Resources staff, SCEIS - 

Updated Annually

Compilation of data from 

SCEIS

To ensure that managers complete 

reviews that provide employees 

with a thorough evaluation of their 

performance. 

M 2.3.2 386 80 373
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

State OHR, SCDPS' 

Human Resources 

Office and South 

Carolina Human Affairs 

Commission (SHAC) - 

Updated Annually

Total number of supervisors 

and managers trained (first 

line supervisory practices)

Managers and supervisors who are 

well-trained impart a strong work 

ethic in their employees.

M 2.3.3 54 40 50
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

SCDPS' Human 

Resources staff, South 

Carolina Human Affairs 

Commission (SHAC) - 

Updated Annually

Total number of supervisors 

and managers trained

Managers and supervisors who are 

well-trained in employment law 

matters reduce improper 

employment procedures and 

potential liability.

Reduce the agency's "successful by default" ratings for appraisal completion 

(measured by percentage of completed appraisals)

Educate managers and supervisors on best practices in leadership and 

professionalism (measured by number of supervisors/managers trained)

Provide training to managers and supervisors on employment law issues  

(measured by number of supervisors/managers trained)

       Enhance leadership development

Number of applications for law enforcement positions

Number of applications for civilian positions

Number of civilian employee separations

Law enforcement minority employee demographics (measured by percentage 

of minority law enforcement employees)

Civilian minority employee demographics (measured by percentage of 

minority civilian employees)

       Enhance employee development

Conduct training for troopers on victim services and victim's rights (measured 

by number of training sessions conducted)

Provide annual external collision reconstruction training and host collision 

reconstruction accreditation examination (measured by number of training 

sessions conducted)
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Agency Name:

Agency Code: 63

Goal Strategy Measure Base Target Actual

Strategic Planning and Performance Measurement Template

Statewide Enterprise Strategic Objective Type
Item #

Description
2019-20

Time Applicable
Data Source and 

Availability
Calculation Method Meaningful Use of Measure

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY Fiscal Year 2019-2020

Accountability Report

K050 Section:

Maintaining Safety, Integrity and Security G 3

S 3.1

M 3.1.1 97.47% 85%

6.11% 

*During this period, SCDPS 

changed from an internally 

provided vendor training 

program to a State Provided 

Dept of Info Security 

program integrated within 

our SCEIS (ERP) system. This 

solution provides and track 

employee's training 

compliance for Information 

Security with a portable 

course in case employees 

change Agencies within the 

State. This new tool will be 

rolled out on August 10th. 

Due to this change the % of 

completions during this 

period are reduced. 

7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

SANS Securing the 

Human Website - 

Updated Daily

(Number of employees, 

contractors, and third party 

users that complete security 

awareness training as 

relevant to their job function 

divided by total number of 

employees, contractors, and 

third party users) X 100

Security Awareness Training is a 

requirement of both CJIS and the 

South Carolina Department of 

Administration, Division of 

Information Security. This training is 

important as it increases security 

awareness and reduces the 

likelihood of a security breach by 

SCDPS employees. 

S 3.2

M 3.2.1 97% 97% 99.8%
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Work order follow up, 

project evaluations - 

Updated Annually

Percentage of feedback or 

project completion against 

schedule

The department will improve the 

reliability and cost efficiency of IT 

systems through a shared services 

model. 

M 3.2.2 100% 100%

53% - OIT has minimized the 

replacement of server 

equipment over the past 

two years as we are 

migrating our servers to our 

central State Data Center 

for efficiency, security, and 

performance. This is a part 

of the State Strategy for 

Information Technology. 

Servers are being allowed to 

age (but maintained) while 

the project is in progress. 

This will achieve a cost 

avoidance for the Agency 

and consolidating Data 

Centers is a Best Practice in 

the industry.

7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Existing Server 

Equipment Inventory - 

Updated Annually

Percentage of server 

equipment within 

acceptable lifecycle 

parameters

The department will protect citizen 

data and all information assets and 

ensure the availability of systems 

and data in the event of a disaster. 

The department will improve the 

reliability and cost efficiency of IT 

systems through a shared services 

model. 

M 3.2.3 98% 98% 100%
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Email date/time stamp 

for initial SOC 

notification from SC-

ISAC. Email date/time 

stamp for 

acknowledgement 

email from agency - 

Updated Annually

(Number of applicable SOC 

notifications that were 

acknowledged within 1 hour 

of receipt divided by total 

number of applicable SOC 

notifications received) X 100

The department will protect citizen 

data and all information assets and 

ensure the availability of systems 

and data in the event of a disaster. 

Ensure employees, contractors, and third party users receive security 

awareness training as relevant for their job function (measured by percentage 

of personnel trained).

       Utilize technology sufficiently to support SCDPS' mission

Appropriately utilize information and technology to support the 

department's mission

       Heighten Information Technology security

Acknowledge initial SOC notifications in a timely manner (measured by 

percentage of notifications acknowledged)

Replacement server equipment is planned, budgeted, purchased and installed 

before end of life for existing server equipment (measured by percentage of 

equipment replaced)

Maintain customer feedback mechanisms for IT services (measured by 

percentage of work orders completed)
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Agency Name:

Agency Code: 63

Goal Strategy Measure Base Target Actual

Strategic Planning and Performance Measurement Template

Statewide Enterprise Strategic Objective Type
Item #

Description
2019-20

Time Applicable
Data Source and 

Availability
Calculation Method Meaningful Use of Measure

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY Fiscal Year 2019-2020

Accountability Report

K050 Section:

M 3.2.4 98% 98%

N/A - During this period,  

OIT did not have a Tier 3 

SOC to consider for 

reporting. This is an 

excellent status as these 

are high level security risk 

types.   

7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Email date/time stamp 

of Tier 3 SOC 

notification from SC-

ISAC. Email date/time 

stamp of agency 

response email 

classifying whether 

computer accesses 

sensitive data - 

Updated Annually

(Number of applicable Tier 3 

SOC notifications that were 

responded to within 24 

hours of receipt divided by 

total number of applicable 

Tier 3 SOC notifications 

received) X 100

The department will protect citizen 

data and all information assets and 

ensure the availability of systems 

and data in the event of a disaster. 

Government and Citizens G 4

S 4.1

M 4.1.1 473 450 502
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Immigration 

Enforcement Unit 

Reporting System - 

Updated Annually

Compilation of data from 

SCDPS incident reports 

completed by investigating/ 

responding officers

Decrease the number of criminal 

related offenses involving illegal 

foreign nationals.

M 4.1.2 253 300 134
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

The Department of 

Administrations 

General Services Event 

Coordinator - Updated 

Daily

Collection of authorized 

event data from General 

Services Events coordinator

This data is used to help determine 

how many events BPS had to deploy 

resources to throughout the fiscal 

year. Securing the Statehouse 

complex is mandated by S.C. Code 

Section 23-6-90.

M 4.1.3 100% 100% 100%
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

MAIT Statistics - 

Updated Monthly

Number of cases  closed 

divided by number of cases 

reviewed multiplied by 100

Ensures the technical accuracy of 

reports and provides consistency 

through regular reviews.

M 4.1.4 472 500 1,368
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Victim Advocate 

Statistics - Updated 

Monthly

Manually count the number 

of visits.

Maximizes services by networking 

with other LE, prosecutors, and 

victim advocates.

S 4.2

M 4.2.1 39,776 43,000

51,359 (Primary SCDPS 

Facebook, Twitter, and 

Instagram accounts only)

123,561 (All official 

SCDPS social media 

accounts to include Law 

Enforcement Community 

Relations Officers' and 

Recruiters' accounts)               

7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Facebook , Twitter, and 

Instagram statistics - 

Updated Daily

Compilation of numbers 

from the SCDPS Facebook, 

Twitter, and Instagram 

accounts                      

Social media is gaining strength in 

the public and private sector as one 

of the primary means by which 

people communicate -- both socially 

and professionally. We widely use 

social media to communicate with 

the public and the media. This helps 

SCDPS to meet its mission "to save 

lives through educating its citizens 

on highway safety." Our safety 

education efforts are coupled with 

proactive enforcement to save lives 

on the roadways.  

Identify whether the affected device referenced in the Tier 3 SOC notification 

accesses sensitive data and respond in a timely manner (measured by 

percentage of notification response)

Deliver quality customer service to South Carolina citizens and drivers on 

South Carolina Roadways

       Ensure continuous improvement of customer service

Respond to local and state law enforcement agencies' needs associated with 

illegal immigration/foreign national violations (measured by number of 

incident reports completed)

Respond to local and state law enforcement needs with the appropriate 

protective services for activities and or events associated with the State House 

Complex and grounds (measured by number of events that occurred within 

the State House Complex and grounds)

Conduct a review every three weeks of completed MAIT cases to determine 

compliance with established investigative procedures and standards 

(measured by percentage of investigations reviewed)

Visit Solicitor's Offices and other law enforcement victim advocates 

(measured by number of visits)

       Respond to information needs of the public

Increase the use of SCDPS social media by the public to obtain valuable traffic 

and safety information (measured by number of Facebook "likes" and Twitter 

followers)
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Agency Name:

Agency Code: 63

Goal Strategy Measure Base Target Actual

Strategic Planning and Performance Measurement Template

Statewide Enterprise Strategic Objective Type
Item #

Description
2019-20

Time Applicable
Data Source and 

Availability
Calculation Method Meaningful Use of Measure

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY Fiscal Year 2019-2020

Accountability Report

K050 Section:

M 4.2.2 2,460,000 2,480,000

721,745 sessions and 1.4 

million page views 

** Real-Time Traffic is 

now hosted by Smart 

Cop; the agency was 

unable to pull analytics 

for the complete year 

7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Google Analytics - 

Updated Daily

Report from Google 

Analytics web site

The SCDPS web site is a static 

location for the public to glean 

information about the structure of 

the agency; to learn how they may 

conduct business with SCDPS; and 

to learn about safety campaigns and 

outreach efforts. This helps SCDPS 

to meet its mission "to save lives 

through educating its citizens on 

highway safety." 

M 4.2.3 5,180 variable- as needed 6,484
7/1/2019 - 

6/30/2020

Internal reporting - 

Updated Daily

Compilation of internal 

reports

The Freedom of Information Act 

ensures a transparent and open 

government to the people it serves. 

*COVID-19 affected multiple "Actual" values during FY 2019-2020

Increase number of visits to the SCDPS web page to disseminate important 

traffic and safety information (measured by number of sessions and page 

views)

Respond to information needs of the public via Freedom of Information Act 

requests (measured by number of requests fulfilled)
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Agency Name:

Agency Code: 63

Goal Strategy Measure Base Target Actual

Maintaining Safety, Integrity and Security G 1

S 1.1

M 1.1.1 982

1,000

*COVID-19 has 

played a part in 

supressing the 

"Base" number; 

however, analysis 

was based on 

historical data 

reaching beyond 

the previous fiscal 

year. 

7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Fatality Analysis 

Reporting System - 

Updated Daily

Arithmetical calculations by 

OHSJP/FARS and statistical 

staff

Directly Related to the Agency's 

Core Mission

M 1.1.2 124,822

142,000

*COVID-19 has 

played a part in 

supressing the 

"Base" number; 

however, analysis 

was based on 

historical data 

reaching beyond 

the previous fiscal 

year.

7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

SC State Collision 

Master File - Updated 

Daily

Compilation of data from the 

electronic SCCATTS and data 

entry form crash reports 

submitted by local law 

enforcement

Directly Related to the Agency's 

Core Mission

M 1.1.3 124 120
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Federal Motor Carrier 

Safety Administration 

(FMCSA) Analysis and 

Information (A&I) 

System - Updated 

Monthly

Total FMCSA A&I Fatalities 

for Fiscal Year 2020

Identify high CMV fatality corridors 

to focus enforcement efforts in 

those areas.

M 1.1.4 73,696 N/A - as needed
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Electronic counters and 

visitor sign in logs -  

Updated Daily

Electronic count and manual 

calculations of individuals 

entering Courts and State 

House

This data is used to determine how 

many people are screened annually 

by our officers, and whether our 

resources are being utilized 

efficiently. Securing the Statehouse 

and Capitol complex is mandated by  

S.C. Code  Section 23-6-90.

M 1.1.5 17 20
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

South Carolina Police 

Central Incident 

Reporting System - 

Updated Annually

Compilation of data from the 

SLED Police Central 

Reporting System

Decrease the number of criminal 

related offenses involving illegal 

foreign nationals.

Enhance the safety of the public, SCDPS officers, and other law enforcement 

officers

       Protect the public through enforcement and education

Reduce number of traffic fatalities 

Reduce number of traffic collisions 

Reduce number of Commercial Motor Vehicle fatalities

Number of persons screened entering the South Carolina Judicial Division 

(Supreme and Appellant Courts) as well as the South Carolina State House. 

Initiate investigation into criminal activities associated with illegal 

immigration/foreign nationals in South Carolina (measured by number of 

investigations initiated)

Statewide Enterprise Strategic Objective Type
Item #

Description
2020-2021

Strategic Planning and Performance Measurement Template

Time Applicable
Data Source and 

Availability
Calculation Method Meaningful Use of Measure
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Goal Strategy Measure Base Target Actual
Statewide Enterprise Strategic Objective Type

Item #
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2020-2021

Strategic Planning and Performance Measurement Template
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Calculation Method Meaningful Use of Measure
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M 1.1.6 33 30
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Immigration 

Enforcement Unit 

Warrant Tracking 

System - Updated 

Annually

Compilation of data from the 

Immigration Enforcement 

Unit Warrant Tracking Files

Decrease the number of criminal 

related offenses involving illegal 

foreign nationals.

M 1.1.7 53 45
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

South Carolina Police 

Central Incident 

Reporting System - 

Updated Daily

Number of criminal activities 

from the SLED Police Central 

Reporting System

This data is used to determine how 

many criminal reports we 

responded to, and to help 

determine if more resources need 

to be allocated to crime prevention 

efforts. Securing the Statehouse and 

Capitol complex is mandated by S.C. 

Code Section 23-6-90.

S 1.2

M 1.2.1 518 544
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

CRO Statistics - 

Updated Monthly

Manual count of scheduled 

public safety presentations.

Safety education is a vital 

component of helping us meet our 

mission "to save lives through 

educating its citizens on highway 

safety." Our safety education efforts 

are coupled with proactive 

enforcement to save lives on the 

roadways.  

M 1.2.2 576 605
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Internal database kept 

by the CRO Unit - 

Updated Daily

Compilation from internal 

reports

Through safety events and fairs, our 

Community Relations Officers and 

safety outreach coordinators meet a 

large and diverse segment of the 

population in our state. These are 

excellent venues for disseminating 

information on highway safety laws 

and best practices. This helps SCDPS 

to meet its mission "to save lives 

through educating its citizens on 

highway safety." Our safety 

education efforts are coupled with 

proactive enforcement to save lives 

on the roadways.  

M 1.2.3

90.3%

*There was no 

assessment 

performed this year 

due to COVID-19. 

NHTSA gave states 

a waiver; last year's 

numbers were used 

per NHTSA 

guidance.

91.0%
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

USC Statistical 

Laboratory - Updated 

Annually

Per NHTSA standards
Directly Related to the Agency's 

Core Mission

Increase safety events/fairs/community outreach conducted by the CROs 

distributing safety materials, using the driving simulator, rollover simulator 

and golf cart/goggles (measured by number of safety events completed)

Annual safety belt observational survey results (measured by percentage of 

observed compliance)

Increase number of public safety presentations made by SCHP Community 

Relations Officers

Initiate criminal charges against and prosecute illegal criminal aliens/foreign 

involved in criminal activity in South Carolina (measured by number of 

warrants created) 

Deter criminal activities occurring within BPS’ jurisdiction (measured by 

number of criminal activity reports completed)

       Educate the public by disseminating information regarding traffic laws 

and safest driving practices
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Goal Strategy Measure Base Target Actual
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Item #
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M 1.2.4 8,004

3,000

*This goal number 

was determined 

based on forecasted 

trends due to 

COVID-19

7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

HoF Registry - Updated 

Monthly
Arithmetical Calculations

To increase public awareness of the 

SC Criminal Justice Hall of Fame. 

M 1.2.5 3,772 3,961
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Internal database kept 

the CRO Unit - Updated 

Daily

Compilation from internal 

reports

State government and law 

enforcement must have a good 

working relationship with the media 

through transparent and frequent 

contact. This allows us to keep the 

public informed about vitally 

important public safety matters. 

This helps SCDPS to meet its mission 

"to save lives through educating its 

citizens on highway safety." Our 

safety education efforts are coupled 

with proactive enforcement to save 

lives on the roadways.  

S 1.3

M 1.3.1 32 33
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Documentation of FSI, 

JAG, and BPV sub 

grantees - Updated 

Annually

Consolidation of sub grantee 

reports showing number of 

local and state agencies 

receiving FSI, JAG, and BVP 

funds

As the State Administering Agency 

(SAA), SCDPS is tasked with 

administering federal grant funds to 

local and state agencies across 

South Carolina.

M 1.3.2 2 2
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Documentation of 

PREA and RSAT sub 

grantees - Updated 

Annually

Consolidation of sub grantee 

reports showing number of 

local and state law 

enforcement agencies 

receiving PREA and RSAT 

funds

As the State Administering Agency 

(SAA), SCDPS is tasked with 

administering federal grant funds to 

local and state agencies across 

South Carolina.

M 1.3.3 4 4
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Documentation of Title 

II Formula Juvenile 

Justice Program  fund 

recipients - Updated 

Annually

Consolidation of sub grantee 

reports showing number of 

agencies receiving Title II 

Formula Juvenile Justice 

Program funds 

As the State Administering Agency 

(SAA), SCDPS is tasked with 

administering federal grant funds to 

local and state agencies across 

South Carolina.

M 1.3.4 98 83
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Documentation 

provided by BWC fund 

recipients - Updated 

Annually

Arithmetical Calculations

To ensure as many agencies as 

possible receive financial support 

for BWCs.

S 1.4

Number of visitors to SC Law Enforcement Officers Hall of Fame

       Administer federal grant funds to implement safety programs at the 

state and local levels

Number of law enforcement agencies receiving Forensic Science Improvement 

(FSI) funds, Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) funds, and Bulletproof Vest 

Partnership (BPV) funds

Number of correctional facilities receiving Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) 

and Residential Substance Abuse Treatment (RSAT) funds

Number of agencies receiving Title II Formula Juvenile Justice Program Funds

SCDPS' Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs (OHSJP) manages State-

appropriated funds and provides recommendations to the Public Safety 

Coordinating Council (PSCC) as to which South Carolina law enforcement 

agencies should receive funds to purchase Body Worn Cameras (BWCs). The 

division of funds is ultimately decided by the PSCC. Upon the PSCC's decision, 

OHSJP is responsible for distributing these funds. Number of law enforcement 

agencies receiving State-appropriated funds for BWCs

       Protect SCDPS officers through training and resource commitment

Increase proactive media interviews with Community Relations Officers and 

SCDPS Office of Public Affairs to promote highway safety and traffic issues 

(measured by number of interviews conducted)
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Strategic Planning and Performance Measurement Template
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M 1.4.1 139 150
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

HP Training Statistics - 

Updated Monthly

Counted number of officer 

safety advanced training 

sessions (PIT Training, Active 

Shooter, Officer Survival, 

Firearms) 

Identify courses to enhance officer 

safety and increase awareness 

through classroom and practical 

application based on use of force 

and pursuit analysis.

M 1.4.2 5 5
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Immigration 

Enforcement Unit 

Training Tracking 

System - Updated 

Annually

Compilation of training data 

from the Immigration 

Enforcement Unit Training 

Files

South Carolina governmental 

agencies must develop a broader 

understanding of immigration laws 

and their application(s).

M 1.4.3 1 2
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Immigration 

Enforcement Unit 

Training Tracking 

System - Updated 

Annually

Compilation of training data 

from the Immigration 

Enforcement Unit Training 

Files

Increase law enforcement/state 

agency knowledge associated with 

Human Trafficking, Fraudulent 

Document and Identity Fraud.

Education, Training, and Human Development G 2

S 2.1

M 2.1.1 116 115
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

South Carolina 

Enterprise Information 

System - Updated Daily

Number of separations from 

law enforcement positions 

within the agency

The agency would like to retain an 

experienced workforce and 

minimize training costs associated 

with new law enforcement hires

M 2.1.2 60 59
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

South Carolina 

Enterprise Information 

System - Updated Daily

Number of separations from 

civilian positions within the 

agency

The agency would like to retain an 

experienced workforce and 

minimize training costs associated 

with new civilian hires

M 2.1.3 3,774 4,500
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Neogov Recruitment 

Software - Updated 

Daily

Number of applications for 

law enforcement positions 

received

The number of law enforcement 

applications received is a direct 

reflection of the department's 

recruiting methods. 

M 2.1.4 6,001 7,000
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Neogov Recruitment 

Software - Updated 

Daily

Number of applications for 

civilian positions received

The department would like to 

attract a diverse pool of applicants 

for civilian positions to ensure 

quality of candidates from which to 

select. 

M 2.1.5 22.70% 23%
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

South Carolina 

Enterprise Information 

System - Updated Daily

Percentage of Law 

Enforcement Minority 

Employees

The workforce of the agency should 

accurately reflect the population 

that it serves. 

M 2.1.6 82.24% 83%
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

South Carolina 

Enterprise Information 

System - Updated Daily

Percentage of Civilian 

Minority Employees

The workforce of the agency should 

accurately reflect the population 

that it serves. 

S 2.2

Develop and plan for a professional workforce

       Attract, recruit, and retain a professional workforce

Increase number of applications for law enforcement positions

Increase number of applications for civilian positions

Reduce number of law enforcement employee separations

Reduce number of civilian employee separations

Maintain range of law enforcement minority employee demographics 

(measured by percentage of minority law enforcement employees)

Maintain range of civilian minority employee demographics within census 

statistics (measured by percentage of minority civilian employees)

       Enhance employee development

Increase the number of additional training opportunities hosted by SCDPS that 

will benefit South Carolina agencies in the areas of Human Trafficking, 

Fraudulent Document Recognition and Identity Fraud (measured by number of 

training sessions conducted)

Increase number of officer safety training sessions conducted

Maintain the number of illegal immigration/foreign national training programs 

provided to state and local law enforcement agencies in South Carolina 

(measured by number of training sessions conducted)
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Agency Code: 63

Goal Strategy Measure Base Target Actual
Statewide Enterprise Strategic Objective Type

Item #
Description

2020-2021

Strategic Planning and Performance Measurement Template

Time Applicable
Data Source and 

Availability
Calculation Method Meaningful Use of Measure
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K050 Section:

M 2.2.1 13 25
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Victim Advocate 

Statistics - Updated 

Monthly

Manually count the number 

of training sessions 

conducted.

Compliance with state law requiring 

LE to meet standards in victim 

services.

M 2.2.2 14 10
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

MAIT Statistics - 

Updated Monthly

Manually count the number 

of training sessions 

conducted

Promotes technical proficiency and 

encourages professional standards 

within the reconstruction 

community. 

S 2.3

M 2.3.1 11.67% 10%
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

SCDPS' Human 

Resources staff, SCEIS - 

Updated Annually

Compilation of data from 

SCEIS

To ensure that managers complete 

reviews that provide employees 

with a thorough evaluation of their 

performance. 

M 2.3.2 373 375
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

State OHR, SCDPS' 

Human Resources 

Office and South 

Carolina Human Affairs 

Commission (SHAC) - 

Updated Annually

Total number of supervisors 

and managers trained (first 

line supervisory practices)

Managers and supervisors who are 

well-trained impart a strong work 

ethic in their employees.

M 2.3.3 50 60
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

SCDPS' Human 

Resources staff, South 

Carolina Human Affairs 

Commission (SHAC) - 

Updated Annually

Total number of supervisors 

and managers trained

Managers and supervisors who are 

well-trained in employment law 

matters reduce improper 

employment procedures and 

potential liability.

Maintaining Safety, Integrity and Security G 3

S 3.1

Reduce the agency's "successful by default" ratings for appraisal completion. A 

"successful by default" rating indicates a supervisor was unable to conduct a 

performance review with his/her employee. Reducing the number of 

"successful by default" ratings ensures a larger percentage of SCDPS 

employees receive valuable feedback about their performances. (measured by 

percentage of "successful by default" appraisals)

Educate at least three hundred seventy-five (375) managers and supervisors 

on best practices in leadership and professionalism each fiscal year (measured 

by number of supervisors/managers trained)

Provide training to at least sixty (60) managers and supervisors on 

employment law issues each fiscal year (measured by number of 

supervisors/managers trained)

Appropriately utilize information and technology to support the 

department's mission

       Heighten Information Technology security

       Enhance leadership development

Conduct training for troopers on victim services and victim's rights (measured 

by number of training sessions conducted)

Provide annual external collision reconstruction training and host collision 

reconstruction accreditation examination (measured by number of training 

sessions conducted)
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M 3.1.1

6.11% 

*During this period, 

SCDPS changed from 

an internally provided 

vendor training 

program to a State 

Provided Dept of Info 

Security program 

integrated within our 

SCEIS (ERP) system. 

This solution provides 

and track employee's 

training compliance 

for Information 

Security with a 

portable course in 

case employees 

change Agencies 

within the State. This 

new tool will be rolled 

out on August 10th. 

Due to this change 

the % of completions 

during this period are 

reduced. 

97%
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

SANS Securing the 

Human Website - 

Updated Daily

(Number of employees, 

contractors, and third party 

users that complete security 

awareness training as 

relevant to their job function 

divided by total number of 

employees, contractors, and 

third party users) X 100

Security Awareness Training is a 

requirement of both CJIS and the 

South Carolina Department of 

Administration, Division of 

Information Security. This training is 

important as it increases security 

awareness and reduces the 

likelihood of a security breach by 

SCDPS employees. 

S 3.2

M 3.2.1 99.8% 98%
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Work order follow up, 

project evaluations - 

Updated Annually

Percentage of feedback or 

project completion against 

schedule

The department will improve the 

reliability and cost efficiency of IT 

systems through a shared services 

model. 

M 3.2.2 100% 99%
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Email date/time stamp 

for initial SOC 

notification from SC-

ISAC. Email date/time 

stamp for 

acknowledgement 

email from agency - 

Updated Annually

(Number of applicable SOC 

notifications that were 

acknowledged within 1 hour 

of receipt divided by total 

number of applicable SOC 

notifications received) X 100

The department will protect citizen 

data and all information assets and 

ensure the availability of systems 

and data in the event of a disaster. 

M 3.2.3 N/A 100%
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Email date/time stamp 

of Tier 3 SOC 

notification from SC-

ISAC. Email date/time 

stamp of agency 

response email 

classifying whether 

computer accesses 

sensitive data - 

Updated Annually

(Number of applicable Tier 3 

SOC notifications that were 

responded to within 24 

hours of receipt divided by 

total number of applicable 

Tier 3 SOC notifications 

received) X 100

The department will protect citizen 

data and all information assets and 

ensure the availability of systems 

and data in the event of a disaster. 

Government and Citizens G 4

S 4.1

Deliver quality customer service to South Carolina citizens and drivers on 

South Carolina Roadways

Ensure employees, contractors, and third party users receive annual security 

awareness training as relevant for their job function (measured by percentage 

of personnel trained).

       Utilize technology sufficiently to support SCDPS' mission

Maintain customer feedback mechanisms for IT services (measured by 

percentage of work orders completed).

Acknowledge initial SOC notifications in a timely manner (measured by 

percentage of notifications acknowledged within one [1] hour).

Identify whether the affected device referenced in the Tier 3 SOC notification 

accesses sensitive data and respond in a timely manner (measured by 

percentage of notification response)

       Ensure continuous improvement of customer service
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M 4.1.1
100%

(502)
100%

7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Immigration 

Enforcement Unit 

Reporting System - 

Updated Annually

Compilation of data from 

SCDPS incident reports 

completed by investigating/ 

responding officers

Provide effective assistance with 

criminal-related offenses involving 

illegal foreign nationals.

M 4.1.2
87.6%

(134)
90%

7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

The Department of 

Administrations 

General Services Event 

Coordinator - Updated 

Daily

Collection of authorized 

event data from General 

Services Events coordinator

This data is used to help determine 

how many events BPS deployed 

resources to throughout the fiscal 

year. Securing the Statehouse 

complex is mandated by S.C. Code 

Section 23-6-90.

M 4.1.3 100% 100%
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

MAIT Statistics - 

Updated Monthly

Number of cases  closed 

divided by number of cases 

reviewed multiplied by 100

Ensures the technical accuracy of 

reports and provides consistency 

through regular reviews.

M 4.1.4 1,368

750

*This target was 

determined by 

taking into account 

COVID-19-related 

closures

7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Victim Advocate 

Statistics - Updated 

Monthly

Manually count the number 

of visits and 

correspondences

Maximizes services by networking 

with other LE, prosecutors, and 

victim advocates.

S 4.2

M 4.2.1

51,359 (Primary 

SCDPS Facebook, 

Twitter, and 

Instagram accounts 

only)

123,561 (All official 

SCDPS social media 

accounts to include 

Law Enforcement 

Community 

Relations Officers' 

and Recruiters' 

accounts)               

135,917 (All official 

SCDPS social media 

accounts to include 

Law Enforcement 

Community 

Relations Officers' 

and Recruiters' 

accounts)               

7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Facebook , Twitter, and 

Instagram statistics - 

Updated Daily

Compilation of numbers 

from the SCDPS Facebook, 

Twitter, and Instagram 

accounts                      

Social media is gaining strength in 

the public and private sector as one 

of the primary means by which 

people communicate -- both socially 

and professionally. We widely use 

social media to communicate with 

the public and the media. This helps 

SCDPS to meet its mission "to save 

lives through educating its citizens 

on highway safety." Our safety 

education efforts are coupled with 

proactive enforcement to save lives 

on the roadways.  

M 4.2.2

721,745 sessions 

and 1.4 million page 

views 

** Real-Time Traffic 

is now hosted by 

Smart Cop; the 

agency was unable 

to pull analytics for 

the complete year 

2,000,000
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Google Analytics - 

Updated Daily

Report from Google 

Analytics web site

The SCDPS web site is a static 

location for the public to glean 

information about the structure of 

the agency; to learn how they may 

conduct business with SCDPS; and 

to learn about safety campaigns and 

outreach efforts. This helps SCDPS 

to meet its mission "to save lives 

through educating its citizens on 

highway safety." 

M 4.2.3 6,484 N/A - as needed
7/1/2020 - 

6/30/2021

Internal reporting - 

Updated Daily

Compilation of internal 

reports

The Freedom of Information Act 

ensures a transparent and open 

government to the people it serves. 

Increase number of visits to the SCDPS web page to disseminate important 

traffic and safety information (measured by number of page views)

Respond to information needs of the public via Freedom of Information Act 

requests (measured by number of requests fulfilled)

Effectively respond to 100% of local and state law enforcement agencies' 

requests for assistance associated with illegal immigration/foreign national 

violations (measured by percentage of requests responded to/number of 

incident reports completed) 

Respond to local and state law enforcement needs with the appropriate 

protective services for activities and or events associated with the State House 

Complex and grounds (measured by percentage of requests responded 

to/number of events responded to within the State House Complex and 

grounds) 

Conduct a review of completed MAIT cases every three (3) weeks to determine 

compliance with established investigative procedures and standards 

(measured by percentage of investigations reviewed)

Solicitor's Office visits, other law enforcement victim advocate visits, and 

direct correspondence with victims (measured by number of visits and 

correspondences)

       Respond to information needs of the public

Increase the use of SCDPS social media by the public to obtain valuable traffic 

and safety information (measured by number of Facebook "likes" and Twitter 

followers)
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*COVID-19 was taken into account when establishing "Target" values for FY 2020-2021
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Agency Name:     

Agency Code:     K050 Section: 63

General Other Federal TOTAL General Other Federal TOTAL

I. Administrative Services
To support the agency by providing high 

quality human resources, financial, 
technological and legal services.

 $          4,907,611  $          1,162,169  $          6,069,780 4,396,150$         3,483,186$          $          7,879,336 

1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.5, 1.3.1, 
1.3.2, 1.3.3, 1.3.4, 2.1.1, 
2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.1.4, 2.1.5, 
2.1.6, 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.3, 
3.1.1, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3,  
4.1.4, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3

II.A.1. Highway Patrol

To provide equitable service and protection, 
uphold the laws of the constitutions of the 

United States and the State of South Carolina 
in order to promote a safe and secure 

environment for the public.  

 $       54,572,856  $       19,488,819  $       74,061,675 54,747,073$       28,699,458$        $       83,446,531 

1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.2.1, 1.2.2., 
1.2.3, 1.2.5, 1.4.1, 2.1.1, 
2.1.3, 2.1.5, 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 
2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.3, 4.1.3, 
4.1.4, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3

II.A.2. Illegal Immigration
To provide enforcement of immigration law 

pursuant to Federal and State statutes.
 $             487,069  $                  1,908  $             488,977 553,600$             $             553,600 

1.1.5, 1.1.6, 1.4.2, 1.4.3, 
2.1.1, 2.1.3, 2.1.5, 2.3.1, 

2.3.2, 2.3.3, 4.1.1

II.B. State Transport Police
To protect the public by enforcing State and 
Federal laws governing commercial motor 

vehicles.
 $          2,681,120  $          2,754,339  $          3,032,284  $          8,467,743 2,243,725$         5,565,908$         4,357,533$          $       12,167,166 

1.1.3, 1.2.3, 1.2.5, 2.1.1, 
2.1.3, 2.1.5, 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 

2.3.3

II.C. Bureau of Protective Services

To provide law enforcement, public safety 
and security services for visitors and 

employees at the Capitol Complex, members 
of the Legislature, and at several state 

agencies.

 $          3,124,277  $             851,238  $          3,975,514 3,329,194$         1,119,904$          $          4,449,098 
1.1.4, 1.1.7, 2.1.1, 2.1.3, 
2.1.5, 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.3, 

4.1.2

II.D. Hall of Fame
To serve as a memorial to South Carolina law 

enforcement officers killed in the line of 
duty.

 $               59,376  $             120,177  $             179,553 263,000$             $             263,000 1.2.4

II.E. Safety and Grants

To work with law enforcement agencies and 
other groups to develop, promote, and 
coordinate traffic safety initiatives.  To 
administer federally funded program to 

reduce collisions and traffic-related fatalities 
and injuries.

 $             572,977  $             451,006  $       15,258,034  $       16,282,017 567,739$            1,674,345$         18,716,109$        $       20,958,193 1.3.1, 1.3.2, 1.3.3, 1.3.4

III. Employee Benefits
To provide benefits for the employees of the 

agency.
 $       25,633,303  $          3,634,884  $          1,919,021  $       31,187,208 28,468,302$       5,151,629$         1,537,724$          $       35,157,655 

1.4.1, 1.4.2, 1.4.3, 2.1.1, 
2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.1.4, 2.1.5, 
2.1.6, 2.2.1, 2.2.2,  2.3.1, 

2.3.2, 2.3.3

All Other Items
Capital projects, special line items, and 

proviso funding
 $          6,433,880  $             290,002  $          6,723,882 14,555,338$       630,736$             $       15,186,074 N/A

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Accountability Report

Program Template

Program/Title Purpose
FY 2019-20 Expenditures (Actual) FY 2020-21 Expenditures (Projected)

Associated Measure(s)
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Agency Name:     Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Accountability Report

Agency Code:     K050 Section: 63
Legal Standards Template

Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted

Does this law 
specify who your 
agency must or 
may serve?  (Y/N)

Does the law specify a 
product or service 
your agency must or 
may provide?

If yes,  what type of service or product?
If other service or product , please specify what 

service or product.

1 S.C. Code § 1-7-920 State Statute Sets the composition of the SC Public Safety Coordinating Council. No Yes
Board, commission, or committee on which 
someone from our agency must/may serve

2 S.C. Code § 23-1-240 State Statute Directs state and local law enforcement agencies to implement the use of body-worn cameras. No

No - But relates to 
manner in which one 
or more agency 
deliverables is provided

3 S.C. Code § 23-1-2300 State Statute Sets the composition of the First Responders Advisory Committee. No Yes
Board, commission, or committee on which 
someone from our agency must/may serve

4 S.C. Code § 23-4-110 State Statute Sets the composition of the Governor's Committee on Criminal Justice, Crime and Deliquency. No Yes
Board, commission, or committee on which 
someone from our agency must/may serve

5 S.C. Code § 23-6-20 State Statute
Establishes DPS as an agency, describes the divisions within the agency, and the functions, powers and duties of 
these divisions.

No
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

6 S.C. Code § 23-6-30 State Statute

The department shall have the following duties and powers: carry out highway and other related safety programs; 
engage in driver training and safety activities; enforce the traffic, motor vehicle, commercial vehicle, and related 
laws; enforce size, weight, and safety enforcement statutes relating to commercial motor vehicles; operate a 
comprehensive law enforcement personnel training program; receive and disburse funds and grants, including any 
donations, contributions, funds, grants, or gifts from private individuals, foundations, agencies, corporations, or 
the state or federal governments, for the purpose of carrying out the programs and objectives of the chapter.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency provides law enforcement services to 
the public at large.

7 S.C. Code § 23-6-40 State Statute
Establishes the appointment of the Director, sets the Director's duties to set policy, and empowers the Director to 
employ persons necessary to perform all responsibilities of the SCDPS.

No
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

8 S.C. Code § 23-6-50 State Statute
The agency will have an annual audit, be allowed to carry forward funds into the next fiscal year, and retain certain 
revenues to be used in the same manner.

No Yes Report our agency must/may provide

9 S.C. Code § 23-6-60 State Statute

The purpose of the Illegal Immigration Enforcement Unit is to enforce immigration laws as authorized pursuant to 
federal laws and the laws of this State. The department shall develop an illegal immigration enforcement training 
program which the department shall offer to all local law enforcement agencies to assist any local law enforcement 
agency wishing to utilize the training program in the proper implementation, management, and enforcement of 
applicable immigration laws.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The Immigration Enforcement Unit enforces 
particular immigration-related laws.

10 S.C. Code § 23-6-90 State Statute

The department may employ, equip, and provide such officers as may be necessary to maintain the security of the 
Governor's Mansion Compound, and other governmental facilities, including the State Capitol Building, the 
facilities of the Capitol Complex, and other state buildings. The director must determine the most efficient and 
effective method of placing these officers within a law enforcement division in the department.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The Bureau of Protective Services provides 
security services to particular state buildings and 
facilities.

11 S.C. Code § 23-6-100 State Statute Establishes the Highway Patrol and State Transport Police as divisions of DPS. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The Highway Patrol and State Transport Police 
enforce traffic laws and size/weight laws related 
to commercial motor vehicles.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY



Agency Name:     Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Accountability Report

Agency Code:     K050 Section: 63
Legal Standards Template

Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted

Does this law 
specify who your 
agency must or 
may serve?  (Y/N)

Does the law specify a 
product or service 
your agency must or 
may provide?

If yes,  what type of service or product?
If other service or product , please specify what 

service or product.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

12 S.C. Code § 23-6-110 State Statute Directs agency to continue to use existing uniforms until determined by the Director to be replaced. No
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

13 S.C. Code § 23-6-120 State Statute Directs agency to provide a surety bond for each officer. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is required to secure a surety bond 
for each law enforcement officer.

14 S.C. Code § 23-6-140 State Statute

The patrol of the highways of the State and the enforcement of the laws of the State relative to highway traffic, 
traffic safety, and motor vehicles shall be the primary responsibility of the troopers and officers of the South 
Carolina Highway Patrol. The troopers and officers of the State Transport Police shall have the primary 
responsibility for the enforcement of laws relating to commercial motor carriers relating to size, weight, permits, 
licensing, and inspections for size and weight tolerance and safety.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The Highway Patrol enforces traffic laws 
generally.

15 S.C. Code § 23-6-145 State Statute An officer must have reasonable belief of violation of law to perform a traffic stop. No
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

16 S.C. Code § 23-6-150 State Statute
A person apprehended by an officer upon a charge of violating any law will be served an official summons and may 
deposit bail with the officer.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

Law enforcement personnel must provide 
summons to individuals who are charged with a  
violation of the law.

17 S.C. Code § 23-6-170 State Statute Promotion policy adoption. No
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

18 S.C. Code § 23-6-180 State Statute
Records of all Highway Patrolmen who are killed in the line of duty or who die while actively employed will be 
permanent records.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency must retain records related to law 
enforcement officers who are killed in the line of 
duty or who die while actively employed.

19 S.C. Code § 23-6-185 State Statute Requires State Transport Police to be funded from motor carrier registration fees. No

No - But relates to 
sources of funding for 
one or more agency 
deliverables

20 S.C. Code § 23-6-187 State Statute
Allows the department to charge a witness fee for troopers trained in Advanced Accident Investigation called to 
testify in civil matters.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency may collect a witness fee for officers 
trained in Advanced Accident Reconstruction to 
provide testimony in civil matters.

21 S.C. Code § 23-6-190 State Statute Establishes and directs expenses for DPS Building Fund. No
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

22 S.C. Code § 23-6-191 State Statute
The department may pay the cost of physical examinations for department personnel who are required to receive 
physical examinations prior to or after receiving a law enforcement commission.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency may pay the cost of physical 
examinations for personnel who are required to 
receive a physical examination prior to or after 
receiving a law enforcement commission.



Agency Name:     Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Accountability Report

Agency Code:     K050 Section: 63
Legal Standards Template

Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted

Does this law 
specify who your 
agency must or 
may serve?  (Y/N)

Does the law specify a 
product or service 
your agency must or 
may provide?

If yes,  what type of service or product?
If other service or product , please specify what 

service or product.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

23 S.C. Code § 23-6-193 State Statute
The department may collect, expend, retain, and carry forward all funds received from other state or federal 
agencies as reimbursement for expenditures incurred when personnel and equipment are mobilized and expenses 
incurred due to an emergency.

No

No - But relates to 
sources of funding for 
one or more agency 
deliverables

24 S.C. Code § 23-6-195 State Statute
The department may provide meals to employees of the department who are not permitted to leave assigned duty 
stations and are required to work during deployment, emergency simulation exercises, and when the Governor 
declares a state of emergency.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency may provide meals to employees 
who are unable to leave duty stations during 
certain emergency events.

25 S.C. Code § 23-6-210 State Statute Establishes the authority to commission retired DPS law enforcement officers as constables. Yes Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency may issue constable commissions to 
certain retired law enforcement officers.

26 S.C. Code § 23-6-220 State Statute Establishes rules for constables in regards to pay, weapons, identification cards, uniforms, and/or benefits. Yes

No - But relates to 
manner in which one 
or more agency 
deliverables is provided

27 S.C. Code § 23-6-230 State Statute Authorizes the department to issue identification cards to constables. Yes

No - But relates to 
manner in which one 
or more agency 
deliverables is provided

28 S.C. Code § 23-6-240 State Statute Establishes authorization for constables to carry firearms. Yes

No - But relates to 
manner in which one 
or more agency 
deliverables is provided

29 S.C. Code § 23-6-500 State Statute Creates the SC Public Safety Coordinating Council. No
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

30 S.C. Code § 23-6-510 State Statute Sets the composition of the SC Public Safety Coordinating Council. No 
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

31 S.C. Code § 23-6-520 State Statute Establishes the duties of the SC Public Safety Coordinating Council. No 
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

32 S.C. Code § 23-6-530 State Statute
Permits the SC Public Coordinating Council to elect officers. Establishes that service on SC Public Safety 
Coordinating Council shall be without pay.

No 
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

33 S.C. Code § 23-23-30 State Statute Creates the South Carolina Law Enforcement Training Council. No Yes
Board, commission, or committee on which 
someone from our agency must/may serve

34 S.C. Code § 23-23-40 State Statute Establishes the certification requirements for law enforcement officers. No 
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables



Agency Name:     Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Accountability Report

Agency Code:     K050 Section: 63
Legal Standards Template

Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted

Does this law 
specify who your 
agency must or 
may serve?  (Y/N)

Does the law specify a 
product or service 
your agency must or 
may provide?

If yes,  what type of service or product?
If other service or product , please specify what 

service or product.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

35 S.C. Code § 23-23-55 State Statute
A law enforcement officer who is Class 1-LE, Class 2-LCO, or Class 3-SLE certified in this State is required to 
complete Continuing Law Enforcement Education Credits (CLEEC) in mental health or addictive disorders over a 
three-year recertification period. 

Yes Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency must ensure that its law 
enforcement officers receive training in mental 
health or addictive disorders.

36 S.C. Code § 23-25-10 State Statute Establishes the SC Law Enforcement Officers Hall of Fame. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency operates the South Carolina Law 
Enforcement Officers Hall of Fame.

37 S.C. Code § 23-25-20 State Statute Establishes the composition of the SC Law Enforcement Officers Hall of Fame Advisory Committee. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency operates the South Carolina Law 
Enforcement Officers Hall of Fame.

38 S.C. Code § 23-25-30 State Statute Creates the duties of the SC Law Enforcement Officers Hall of Fame Advisory Committee. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency operates the South Carolina Law 
Enforcement Officers Hall of Fame.

39 S.C. Code § 23-25-40 State Statute
Empowers the SC Law Enforcement Officers Hall of Fame Advisory Committee to establish procedures for 
nomination to the SC Law Enforcement Hall of Fame.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency operates the South Carolina Law 
Enforcement Officers Hall of Fame.

40 S.C. Code § 30-4-10 State Statute Freedom of Information Act No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is required to provide public records 
in response to Freedom of Information Act 
requests.

41 S.C. Code § 30-4-15 State Statute Establishes purpose of the Freedom of Information Act. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is required to provide public records 
in response to Freedom of Information Act 
requests.

42 S.C. Code § 30-4-20 State Statute Defines terms used in the Freedom of Information Act. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is required to provide public records 
in response to Freedom of Information Act 
requests.

43 S.C. Code § 30-4-30 State Statute Establishes rights of citizens to utilize the Freedom of Information Act to access government records. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is required to provide public records 
in response to Freedom of Information Act 
requests.

44 S.C. Code § 30-4-40 State Statute Creates exemptions to the Freedom of Information Act. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is required to provide public records 
in response to Freedom of Information Act 
requests.

45 S.C. Code § 30-4-45 State Statute Establishes procedures for the safeguarding of information that could increase the risk of acts of terrorism. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is required to safeguard certain 
information from release.

46 S.C. Code § 30-4-50 State Statute Declares certain categories of information to be public information. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is required to provide public records 
in response to Freedom of Information Act 
requests.

47 S.C. Code § 30-4-55 State Statute Disclosures of fiscal impact information. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is required to provide public records 
in response to Freedom of Information Act 
requests.

48 S.C. Code § 30-4-60 State Statute Requires that meetings of public bodies be open to the public. No 
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables



Agency Name:     Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Accountability Report

Agency Code:     K050 Section: 63
Legal Standards Template

Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted

Does this law 
specify who your 
agency must or 
may serve?  (Y/N)

Does the law specify a 
product or service 
your agency must or 
may provide?

If yes,  what type of service or product?
If other service or product , please specify what 

service or product.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

49 S.C. Code § 30-4-65 State Statute Freedom of Information Act's applicability to Governor's cabinet meetings. No 
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

50 S.C. Code § 30-4-70 State Statute Describes circumstances under which a meeting of a public body may be closed to the public. No 
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

51 S.C. Code § 30-4-80 State Statute Public meeting notice requirements. No 

No - But relates to 
manner in which one 
or more agency 
deliverables is provided

52 S.C. Code § 30-4-90 State Statute Public meeting minute requirements. No 

No - But relates to 
manner in which one 
or more agency 
deliverables is provided

53 S.C. Code § 30-4-100 State Statute Available remedies for violations of the Freedom of Information Act. No 

No - But relates to 
manner in which one 
or more agency 
deliverables is provided

54 S.C. Code § 30-4-110 State Statute Establishes procedure for an agency to request hearing for unduly burdensome requests. No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

Provides mechanism for agency for to seek relief 
from unduly burdensome Freedom of 
Information Act request.

55 S.C. Code § 30-4-160 State Statute Limitations on sale and disclosure of Social Security numbers, driver's license photographs, or signatures. No 

No - But relates to 
manner in which one 
or more agency 
deliverables is provided

56 S.C. Code § 30-4-165 State Statute Limitations on sale and disclosure of certain driver's license information. No 

No - But relates to 
manner in which one 
or more agency 
deliverables is provided

57 S.C. Code § 56-5-1270 State Statute

Every law enforcement officer who, in the regular course of duty, investigates a motor vehicle accident that results 
in injury to or death of any person or total property damage to an apparent extent of one thousand dollars or more 
either at the time of and at the scene of the accident or after the accident by interviewing participants or 
witnesses, within twenty-four hours after completing the investigation, must forward a written report of the 
accident to the Department of Motor Vehicles including the names of interviewed participants and witnesses. 

No Yes Report our agency must/may provide

58 S.C. Code § 56-5-1350 State Statute
The Department of Public Safety must tabulate and may analyze all accident reports as required in S.C. Code § 56-5-
1270 and shall publish annually or at more frequent intervals statistical information based thereon as to the 
number and circumstances of traffic accidents.

No Yes Report our agency must/may provide



Agency Name:     Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Accountability Report

Agency Code:     K050 Section: 63
Legal Standards Template

Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted

Does this law 
specify who your 
agency must or 
may serve?  (Y/N)

Does the law specify a 
product or service 
your agency must or 
may provide?

If yes,  what type of service or product?
If other service or product , please specify what 

service or product.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

59 S.C. Code § 56-5-4160 State Statute

An officer or agent of the Department of Public Safety having reason to believe that the weight of a vehicle and 
load is unlawful may require the driver to stop and submit to a weighing of the vehicle and load either by means of 
portable or stationary scales and may require that the vehicle be driven to the nearest public scales. The 
Department of Public Safety shall provide a separate uniform citation to be used by the State Transport Police 
Division of the Department of Public Safety. The uniform citation must be used for all size, weight, idling, and 
safety violations which the State Transport Police Division of the Department of Public Safety is primarily 
responsible for enforcing.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The State Transport Police enforces commercial 
motor vehicle laws.

60 S.C. Code § 56-5-4170 State Statute
The Department of Public Safety State Transport Police, if requested by the State Ports Authority, may as a public 
safety service, enter upon, and perform courtesy inspections of vehicles for purposes of identifying and tagging 
vehicles which may require mechanical work before being tendered for use on public highways.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

State Transport Police officers may perform 
courtesy inspections of certain vehicles if 
requested.

61 S.C. Code § 56-7-20 State Statute
Traffic tickets must consist of at least one printed copy that must be given to the vehicle operator who is the 
alleged traffic violator. 

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

Law enforcement personnel must provide a copy 
of the traffic ticket to individuals who are 
charged with a  violation of a traffic law.

62 S.C. Code § 58-23-1120 State Statute

The Department of Public Safety may promulgate regulations to ensure the safe operation of motor carriers. The 
Transport Police Division of the Department of Public Safety has exclusive authority in this State for enforcement 
of the commercial motor vehicle carrier laws, which include Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations, Hazardous 
Material Regulations, and size and weight laws and regulations.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The State Transport Police enforces commercial 
motor vehicle laws.

63 S.C. Reg 58-101                                             State Regulation

State agencies shall be responsible for functions which include, but are not limited to: designation of an Emergency 
Operations Center (EOC) representative and at least one alternate who shall be responsible to the agency director 
for the direction and control of agency response activities during an emergency; coordination of annex area 
response operations, through the designated EOC representative, in accordance with plans and procedures 
developed pursuant to the requirements or as directed by proper authority; designation of an agency Emergency 
Preparedness Coordinator, who shall be responsible to the agency director for agency coordination of annex area 
implementation of planning and administrative requirement.

No Yes
Board, commission, or committee on which 
someone from our agency must/may serve

64 S.C. Reg. 73-25 State Regulation

All agencies must provide security for any information that is subject to these regulations. These security principles 
and standards apply to both manual and automated information systems. The standards for both types of systems 
include access restraints, personnel security and control, disaster protection, training, and other technical security 
controls SLED CJIS deems necessary.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is required to maintain information 
security protocols.

65 23 USC § 402 Federal Statute
Each State shall have a highway safety program, approved by the Secretary, that is designed to reduce traffic 
accidents and the resulting deaths, injuries, and property damage.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is required to develop a highway 
safety program.

66 23 USC § 405 Federal Statute
The National Priority Safety Program administers federal grant funding to address national priorities for reducing 
highway deaths and injuries.

No

No - But relates to 
sources of funding for 
one or more agency 
deliverables

67

44 USC § 3541, et seq.                           
(Federal Information 
Security Management 
Act of 2002)

Federal Statute
The Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 provides further legal basis for the management, 
operational, and technical security requirements mandated to protect CJI and by extension the hardware, software 
and infrastructure required to enable the services provided to and by the criminal justice community.

No
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables



Agency Name:     Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Accountability Report

Agency Code:     K050 Section: 63
Legal Standards Template

Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted

Does this law 
specify who your 
agency must or 
may serve?  (Y/N)

Does the law specify a 
product or service 
your agency must or 
may provide?

If yes,  what type of service or product?
If other service or product , please specify what 

service or product.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

68 23 CFR § 657.1, et seq. Federal Regulation

To prescribe requirements for administering a program of vehicle size and weight enforcement on the Interstate 
System . . . including the required annual certification by the State. Each State shall develop a plan for the 
maintenance of an effective enforcement process. The plan shall describe the procedures, resources, and facilities 
which the State intends to devote to the enforcement of its vehicle size and weight laws. No program shall be 
approved which does not utilize a combination of at least two of the following devices to deter evasion of size and 
weight measurement in sufficient quantity to cover the FA system: fixed platform scales; portable wheel weigher 
scales; semiportable ramp scales, WIM equipment. 

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency must establish a program that 
governs size and weight enforcement on the 
Interstate System 

69
49 CFR §§ 350.209 and 
350.211

Federal Regulation
The state will establish a program to provide FMCSA with accurate, complete, and timely reporting of motor carrier 
safety information, including documentation of the effects of the state's CMV safety programs and participation in 
a national motor carrier safety data correction program.

No Yes Report our agency must/may provide

70
62.16 PrivateDetective/ 
Security Fee

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

Directs SLED to transfer private detective fees to the agency for the purpose of providing security in the Capitol 
Complex area.

No 

No - But relates to 
sources of funding for 
one or more agency 
deliverables

Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency provides security at the Capitol 
Complex.

71
63.1 Special Events 
Traffic Control

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

The highway patrol must not charge any fee associated with special events for maintaining traffic control and 
ensuring safety on South Carolina public roads and highways unless approved by the General Assembly. Nothing 
shall prohibit the Treasury of the State from accepting voluntary payment of fees from private or public entities to 
defray the actual expenses incurred for services provided by the Department of Public Safety.

No

No - But relates to 
manner in which one 
or more agency 
deliverables is provided

72
63.2 Retention of 
Private Detective Fees

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

The Department of Public Safety is hereby authorized to receive, expend, retain, and carry forward all funds 
transmitted from SLED related to fees charged and collected by SLED from license and registration fees for private 
detective businesses, private security businesses, including employees of these businesses, and companies which 
provide private security on their own premises. The funds transferred are to be used in the Bureau of Protective 
Services Program to provide security for state agencies and the Capitol Complex.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency uses funds collected from private 
detective fees paid to SLED to fund Bureau of 
Protective Services programs.

73
63.3 Motor Carrier 
Advisory Committee

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

From the funds appropriated and/or authorized to the Department of Public Safety and the Department of Motor 
Vehicles, the departments are directed to jointly establish a Motor Carrier Advisory Committee to solicit input 
from the Trucking Industry and other interested parties in developing policies and procedures for the regulation of 
this industry. The members of the advisory committee shall serve without compensation.

No Yes
Board, commission, or committee on which 
someone from our agency must/may serve

74
63.4 CMV Driver Rest 
Areas

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

A joint working group is to be established between the Department of Transportation, Department of Public 
Safety, State Transport Police and the South Carolina Trucking Association to review and evaluate where critical 
rest areas may be made available for commercial motor vehicle drivers to park and obtain their federally 
mandated required rest.

No Yes
Board, commission, or committee on which 
someone from our agency must/may serve

75

63.5 SC Law 
Enforcement Officers 
Hall of Fame 
Scholarships

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

The Department of Public Safety is hereby authorized to accept donations from the public in order to provide 
scholarships to the children of law enforcement officers killed in the line of duty. The South Carolina Law 
Enforcement Officers Hall of Fame Advisory Committee is authorized to set the criteria for awarding such 
scholarships. All revenue received for this purpose shall be used to provide scholarships and shall be retained, 
carried forward, and expended for the same purpose.

No Yes Distribute funding to another entity

76 63.6 Body Cameras State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

The Department of Public Safety is authorized to retain and carry forward unexpended funds associated with body 
cameras from the prior fiscal year into the current fiscal year and expend those funds for the same purpose.

No Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is permitted to use carry forward 
funds to purchase body cameras.
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted

Does this law 
specify who your 
agency must or 
may serve?  (Y/N)

Does the law specify a 
product or service 
your agency must or 
may provide?

If yes,  what type of service or product?
If other service or product , please specify what 

service or product.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

77
63.7 Overtime Pay 
(2019-2020)

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

For Fiscal Year 2019-20, the department is authorized and required to pay current non-exempt law enforcement 
officers by October 1st for any compensatory time earned and not used in the prior fiscal year. The funds for this 
compensation must be provided from available personal services, appropriated overtime funding, and/or 
employer contributions funds carried forward from the prior fiscal year. If the amount of carried forward funds is 
not sufficient to pay all the non-exempt law enforcement officers accrued compensatory time, the department 
shall pay the officers on a percentage distribution based on the hours owed per officer up to the total amount that 
the department has carried forward.

Yes Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency must pay current non-exempt law 
enforcement officers by October 1st for any 
compensatory time earned and not used in the 
prior fiscal year. 

78 96.16 Cyber Security State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

Proviso requiring all state agencies to adopt and implement cyber security policies, guidelines and standards 
developed by the Division of State Technology.  The proviso also provides direction for the reporting of any 
security breaches.

No
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

79
112.1 Excess Debt 
Service

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

Each permanent state employee, in a full-time equivalent position, who has been in continuous state service for at 
least six months prior to July 1, 2019, and who earns $70,000 or less shall receive a $600 one-time lump sum 
payment.  This payment is not a part of the state employee's base salary and is not earnable compensation for 
purposes of employer or employee contributions to respective retirement systems. 

No 

No - But relates to 
sources of funding for 
one or more agency 
deliverables

Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency is required to pay lump sum 
payments to certain employees.

80
117.9 Transfers of 
Appropriations

State
FY 2018-19 
Proviso

Authorizes agencies to transfer appropriations within programs and within the agency with
notification to the Executive Budget Office and Comptroller General. Transfer may not exceed
twenty percent of the program budget.

No 
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency may transfer funds within the agency 
under certain parameters.

81

117.15 Allowance for 
Residences & 
Compensation 
Restrictions

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

Allowance for residences and compensation restrictions. No 
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

82
117.20 Subsistence 
Expenses & Mileage

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

Subsistence expenses and mileage. No 
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

83
117.21 Organizations 
Receiving State 
Appropriations Report

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

Requirements of reporting reference state appropriations. No 
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

84 117.23 Carry Forward State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

Authorizes agencies to carry forward unspent general fund appropriations from the prior fiscal year into the 
current fiscal year, up to a maximum of ten percent of its original general fund appropriations less any 
appropriation reductions for the current fiscal year.

No 
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

85
117.52 Secure Juvenile 
Confinement

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

The Attorney General shall review the interpretation of the current policies of the Department of Public Safety and 
the Department of Corrections regarding secure juvenile confinement that the departments indicate may 
jeopardize federal grant funds.  The departments may not implement any changes to the current policies regarding 
secure juvenile confinement until the Attorney General considers the departments' interpretation of the federal 
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act in regard to the secure holding of juveniles for more than six hours 
in adult detention facilities that also serve as forty-eight-hour juvenile holdover facilities.

No 

No - But relates to 
manner in which one 
or more agency 
deliverables is provided

86
117.68 Governor's 
Security Detail

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

Authorizes and requires SLED to provide a security detail for the Governor and sets forth
repayment mechanism for such.

Yes Yes
Other service or product our agency 
must/may provide

The agency provides a security detail for the 
Governor.

87

117.110 Information 
Technology and 
Information Security 
Plans

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

Security Technology Inventory, profile of compliance, risk management, assessments, mitigation, and staffing. No
No - Does not relate 
directly to any agency 
deliverables

88
117.113 Child Fatality 
Review

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

The Department of Public Safety shall report statistics on all child fatalities to the State Child Fatality Advisory 
Committee; and

Yes Yes Report our agency must/may provide
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Agency Code:     K050 Section: 63
Legal Standards Template

Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted

Does this law 
specify who your 
agency must or 
may serve?  (Y/N)

Does the law specify a 
product or service 
your agency must or 
may provide?

If yes,  what type of service or product?
If other service or product , please specify what 

service or product.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

89
118.16 Nonrecurring 
Revenue

State
FY 2019-20 
Proviso

Allocates non-recurring revenue to state agencies. No 

No - But relates to 
sources of funding for 
one or more agency 
deliverables



Agency Name:     Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Accountability Report

Agency Code and Section:     K050 63
Customer Template

Service/Product Provided to Customers Customer Segments

Specify only for the following 
Segments:  (1) Industry: Name; 
(2) Professional Organization: 

Name; (3) Public: 
Demographics.

Divisions or Major Programs Description

Manages the allocation of federal and state sub-grant funding to units of local government, state agencies and 
non-profit organizations. 

Local Govts. N/A 
Office of Highway Safety and 
Justice Programs

This division is responsible for highway safety public education and statistical analysis, and the administration 
of federal grant funds in the areas of highway safety, law enforcement, juvenile justice and victims of crime 
services. 

Manages the allocation of federal and state sub-grant funding to units of local government, state agencies and 
non-profit organizations. 

Executive Branch/State 
Agencies

N/A 
Office of Highway Safety and 
Justice Programs

This division is responsible for highway safety public education and statistical analysis, and the administration 
of federal grant funds in the areas of highway safety, law enforcement, juvenile justice and victims of crime 
services. 

Manages the allocation of federal and state sub-grant funding to units of local government, state agencies and 
non-profit organizations. 

Professional Organization

Victim of Crime Service Provider 
Organizations (over 100 
organizations, please contact 
Office of Highway Safety and 
Justice Programs for specific 
names of non-profit 
organizations.)

Office of Highway Safety and 
Justice Programs

This division is responsible for highway safety public education and statistical analysis, and the administration 
of federal grant funds in the areas of highway safety, law enforcement, juvenile justice and victims of crime 
services. 

Provides highway safety and criminal justice statistical analysis  to customers as well as Highway safety public 
information on the enhancement of highway safety in South Carolina. 

General Public
All drivers utilizing South 
Carolina Highways

Office of Highway Safety and 
Justice Programs

This division is responsible for highway safety public education and statistical analysis, and the administration 
of federal grant funds in the areas of highway safety, law enforcement, juvenile justice and victims of crime 
services. 

Provide protective service functions to include: criminal deterrence through officer presence, proactive patrols 
and intelligence gathering, assistance with public gathering (organized and unorganized) on State House 
Grounds and other state-owned facilities as necessary or when requested, information sharing on emergency 
response and safety protocols to state clients, and assistance with public hearings, board meetings, and 
employee terminations/suspensions as necessary or when requested.

Executive Branch/State 
Agencies

N/A Bureau of Protective Services

This division serves as a law enforcement division under the South Carolina Department of Public Safety 
ensuring the safety and well-being of all citizens, employees and elected representatives and those attending 
scheduled events or while visiting or conducting business on the grounds of the South Carolina State Capitol 
Complex and other designated state facilities.

Provide protective service functions to include: criminal deterrence through officer presence, proactive patrols 
and intelligence gathering, assistance with public gathering (organized and unorganized) on State House 
Grounds and other state-owned facilities as necessary or when requested, information sharing on emergency 
response and safety protocols to state clients, and assistance with public hearings, board meetings, and 
employee terminations/suspensions as necessary or when requested.

Legislative Branch N/A Bureau of Protective Services

This division serves as a law enforcement division under the South Carolina Department of Public Safety 
ensuring the safety and well-being of all citizens, employees and elected representatives and those attending 
scheduled events or while visiting or conducting business on the grounds of the South Carolina State Capitol 
Complex and other designated state facilities.

Provide protective service functions to include: criminal deterrence through officer presence, proactive patrols 
and intelligence gathering, assistance with public gathering (organized and unorganized) on State House 
Grounds and other state-owned facilities as necessary or when requested, information sharing on emergency 
response and safety protocols to state clients, and assistance with public hearings, board meetings, and 
employee terminations/suspensions as necessary or when requested.

Judicial Branch N/A Bureau of Protective Services

This division serves as a law enforcement division under the South Carolina Department of Public Safety 
ensuring the safety and well-being of all citizens, employees and elected representatives and those attending 
scheduled events or while visiting or conducting business on the grounds of the South Carolina State Capitol 
Complex and other designated state facilities.

Provide protective service functions to include: criminal deterrence through officer presence, proactive patrols 
and intelligence gathering, assistance with public gathering (organized and unorganized) on State House 
Grounds and other state-owned facilities as necessary or when requested, information sharing on emergency 
response and safety protocols to state clients, and assistance with public hearings, board meetings, and 
employee terminations/suspensions as necessary or when requested.

General Public

All general public on BPS-
monitored grounds. All ages, 
genders, education levels, and 
income levels

Bureau of Protective Services

This division serves as a law enforcement division under the South Carolina Department of Public Safety 
ensuring the safety and well-being of all citizens, employees and elected representatives and those attending 
scheduled events or while visiting or conducting business on the grounds of the South Carolina State Capitol 
Complex and other designated state facilities.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
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Agency Code and Section:     K050 63
Customer Template

Service/Product Provided to Customers Customer Segments

Specify only for the following 
Segments:  (1) Industry: Name; 
(2) Professional Organization: 

Name; (3) Public: 
Demographics.

Divisions or Major Programs Description

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

Protect the motoring public by (1) preventing accidents, (2) removing unsafe drivers and vehicles from our 
roads, (3) protecting our environment from hazardous materials being transported on our roadways and (4) 
preventing the premature deterioration of our roads and bridges through Size and Weight enforcement 
program.

Industry
All Passenger and Commercial 
Motor Vehicle Carriers

State Transport Police This division is primarily responsible for enforcing state and federal laws governing commercial motor vehicles.

Protect the motoring public by (1) preventing accidents, (2) removing unsafe drivers and vehicles from our 
roads, (3) protecting our environment from hazardous materials being transported on our roadways and (4) 
preventing the premature deterioration of our roads and bridges through Size and Weight enforcement 
program.

General Public
All Commercial Motor Vehicle 
Operators on South Carolina 
Highways

State Transport Police This division is primarily responsible for enforcing state and federal laws governing commercial motor vehicles.

Enforce laws related to illegal immigration; provide training to state, county and municipal government 
agencies related to immigration; conduct criminal investigation related to immigration matters.

Executive Branch/State 
Agencies

N/A Immigration Enforcement
This division provides service related to immigration matters and uphold the laws of the constitutions of the 
United States and the State of South Carolina in order to promote a safe and secure environment for the 
public.  

Enforce laws related to illegal immigration; provide training to state, county and municipal government 
agencies related to immigration; conduct criminal investigation related to immigration matters.

Local Govts. N/A Immigration Enforcement
This division provides service related to immigration matters and uphold the laws of the constitutions of the 
United States and the State of South Carolina in order to promote a safe and secure environment for the 
public.  

Patrol the highways of the State and enforce the laws of the State relative to highway traffic, traffic safety, and 
motor vehicles

General Public
All drivers utilizing South 
Carolina Highways

Highway Patrol Division
This division is responsible for providing a safe and secure environment for the public by reducing the number 
and severity of traffic collisions through the diligent enforcement of all traffic laws and promotion of highway 
safety. 

Assist, direct, educate, and counsel the public in matters consistent with reducing traffic collisions. General Public
All drivers utilizing South 
Carolina Highways

Highway Patrol Division
This division is responsible for providing a safe and secure environment for the public by reducing the number 
and severity of traffic collisions through the diligent enforcement of all traffic laws and promotion of highway 
safety. 

The Office manages the information technology infrastructure, systems, data, applications, services, projects, 
and IT planning, license, maintenance and service agreement specifications for SCDPS in approximately 67 
continuously and intermittently operating offices state-wide.

Executive Branch/State 
Agencies

Internal-- SCDPS Employees Office of Information Technology

This division is made up of approximately 33 staff members. These staff members support the IT needs of 
nearly 1,600 users across the entire State of South Carolina in 67 supported locations. The Office operates a 
Help Desk (8:00am-5:00 pm), a field service branch, a network architecture/ telecommunications branch, a 
software development branch, provides database/web services, access control services and limited AV and IT 
PMO services.

Educate the public on highway safety issues through presentations, fairs, materials and media campaigns in 
order to enhance public safety in South Carolina. Provide important information to the public concerning 
services provided by the agency.  

General Public All demographics Office of Public Affairs
This division is primarily responsible for disseminating information, in support of the agency’s mission, to the 
public through the news media, digital media, social media, agency Community Relations Officers and FOIA. 

Process all public records requests in accordance with the state’s Freedom of Information Act.  Request and 
produce agency documents and invoice for allowable charges.  

Industry Legal Profession Office of Public Affairs
This division is primarily responsible for disseminating information, in support of the agency’s mission, to the 
public through the news media, digital media, social media, agency Community Relations Officers and FOIA. 

Process all public records requests in accordance with the state’s Freedom of Information Act.  Request and 
produce agency documents and invoice for allowable charges.  

Industry Insurance Companies Office of Public Affairs
This division is primarily responsible for disseminating information, in support of the agency’s mission, to the 
public through the news media, digital media, social media, agency Community Relations Officers and FOIA. 

Process all public records requests in accordance with the state’s Freedom of Information Act.  Request and 
produce agency documents and invoice for allowable charges.  

Industry News Media Outlets Office of Public Affairs
This division is primarily responsible for disseminating information, in support of the agency’s mission, to the 
public through the news media, digital media, social media, agency Community Relations Officers and FOIA. 
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Customer Template

Service/Product Provided to Customers Customer Segments

Specify only for the following 
Segments:  (1) Industry: Name; 
(2) Professional Organization: 

Name; (3) Public: 
Demographics.

Divisions or Major Programs Description

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

General information, activities and awards are disseminated internally to SCDPS employees. 
Executive Branch/State 
Agencies

SCDPS Employees Office of Public Affairs
This division is primarily responsible for disseminating information, in support of the agency’s mission, to the 
public through the news media, digital media, social media, agency Community Relations Officers and FOIA. 

Provide highway safety presentations and materials to schools in an effort to reduce traffic deaths involving 
youth.

School Districts N/A Office of Public Affairs
This division is primarily responsible for disseminating information, in support of the agency’s mission, to the 
public through the news media, digital media, social media, agency Community Relations Officers and FOIA. 

Benefits, Classification and Compensation, Payroll, Employment, Recruitment and Employee Relations
Executive Branch/State 
Agencies

SCDPS Employees Human Resources This division provides human resources services to agency.



Agency Name:     Fiscal Year 2019-2020
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Agency Code and Section:     K050 63
Partner Template

Name of Partner Entity Type of Partner Entity Description of Partnership Associated Goal(s)

SC Department of Transportation State Government
Increase traffic safety awareness, identify traffic safety trends, partner on solutions, coordinate traffic 
law enforcement, fund traffic safety initiatives. DPS collects collision data, develops information 
technology programs, analyzes data, funds programs.

Goals 1 and 4

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Private Business Organization
Increase traffic safety awareness, identify traffic safety trends, partner on solutions, coordinate traffic 
law enforcement, fund traffic safety initiatives and enhance public educational efforts. DPS collects 
collision data, develops information technology programs, analyzes data, funds programs.

Goals 1 and 4

Federal Highway Administration Private Business Organization
Increase traffic safety awareness, identify traffic safety trends, partner on solutions, coordinate traffic 
law enforcement, fund traffic safety initiatives and enhance public educational efforts. 

Goals 1 and 4

SC Department of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Services State Government Increase traffic safety through the  reduction of drunk and drugged driving. Goals 1 and 4

SC Commission on Prosecution Coordination State Government
Increase traffic safety through enhanced and more effective prosecutorial strategies as they relate to 
motor vehicle violations. 

Goal 1

Impaired Driving Prevention Council
Non-Governmental 
Organization 

Increase traffic safety through the reduction of drunk and drugged driving. Goals 1 and 4

Underage Drinking Action Group Private Business Organization
Increase traffic safety through the reduction of drunk and drugged driving and other high-risk behavior 
engaged in by youth.

Goals 1 and 4

Mothers Against Drunk Driving
Non-Governmental 
Organization 

Increase traffic safety through the reduction of drunk and drugged driving. Goals 1 and 4

National Safety Council Private Business Organization
Information is promoted and shared with others through the use of social media to educate the public 
on highway safety issues and initiatives related to teen driving.   

Goals 1, 3 and 4

American Automobile Association Private Business Organization Increase traffic safety through reductions in motor vehicle crashes. Goals 1 and 4

South Carolina Law Enforcement Officers Association Private Business Organization Coordinate and collaborate on training and policy issues common to law enforcement agencies. Goal 1

South Carolina Sheriffs' Association Private Business Organization Coordinate and collaborate on training and policy issues common to law enforcement agencies. Goal 1

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

South Carolina Judicial Department Local Government
Coordinate and collaborate on training, policy and programmatic issues for the enhancement of justice, 
the more efficient and rapid administration of judicial matters initiated by law enforcement and for the 
promotion of public education regarding the criminal justice system.

Goals 1 and 4

South Carolina Trucking Association Private Business Organization
Coordinate and collaborate on training, policy and programmatic matters as they relate to reductions 
in injuries and fatalities involving commercial motor vehicles.

Goals 1 and 4

US Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs to include the 
Bureau of Justice Assistance, the Office of Victims of Crime, the 
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention and the Office 
on Violence Against Women. 

Federal Government
Provides guidance and recommendations for criminal justice system improvement as well as federal 
grant funding to the SCDPS Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs for the allocation of 
subgrants to state agencies, units of local government and non-profit agencies. 

Goal 1

SC Law Enforcement Networks Local Government
A multi-jurisdictional collaborative initiative to educate the public on sound highway safety practices 
and a coordinated enforcement effort to identify offenders. 

Goals 1 and 4

SC Department of Motor Vehicles State Government
Increase traffic safety awareness, identify traffic safety trends, partner on solutions, coordinate traffic 
law enforcement, fund traffic safety initiatives and enhance public educational efforts. 

Goals 1 and 4

Local Law Enforcement Agencies Local Government

Increase traffic safety awareness, identify traffic safety trends, partner on solutions, coordinate traffic 
law enforcement, fund traffic safety initiatives. Coordinate sharing of SCDPS.gov web site links that 
provide pertinent information regarding public safety issues. Coordinates resources to address 
immigration issues and offenses, conduct training, funds programs.

Goals 1, 3, and 4

SC Criminal Justice Academy State Government Provides resources and facilities for training. Goals 1 and 2

South Carolina Department of Administration/State Division of 
Human Resources

State Government
Attends career fairs, posts and sends job postings to various entities and social media sites, and 
participates in outreach activities. In addition, the Division of State Human Resources provides 
resources and guidance on professional development opportunities and workforce planning.

Goal 2

South Carolina Department of Administration State Government
Manages purchase and implementation of equipment, provides guidance and management of 
technology projects.

Goal 3

US Homeland Security Federal Government Coordinates resources to address immigration issues and offenses, conducts training, funds programs. Goals 1 and 4

SC Law Enforcement Division State Government
Coordinates resources to address immigration issues and offenses, conducts training, funds programs. 
Coordinates resources during emergency.

Goals 1 and 4
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

SC Probation, Parole, and Pardon State Government Coordinates resources to address immigration issues and offenses, conducts training, funds programs. Goals 1 and 4

SC Department of Natural Resources State Government Coordinates resources to address immigration issues and offenses, conducts training, funds programs. Goals 1 and 4

US Department of Justice Federal Government Coordinates resources to address immigration issues and offenses, conducts training, funds programs. Goals 1 and 4

House/Senate Sergeant at Arms Local Government Coordinates resources during emergency. Goals 1 and 4

Military installations Higher Education Institute
Attends career fairs, sends job postings to various entities and social media sites, and participates in 
outreach activities.

Goal 2

SC Public Employee Benefit Authority (PEBA) State Government Invites PEBA staff to agency to encourage and motivate employees to become healthier. Goal 2

Colleges and universities Higher Education Institute
Attends career fairs, sends job postings to various entities and social media sites, and participates in 
outreach activities.

Goal 2

Community organizations
Non-Governmental 
Organization 

DPS attends career fairs, sends job postings to entities, participates in outreach activities, and hires 
interns to work in agency offices.

Goal 2

South Carolina Human Affairs Commission Private Business Organization Offers courses and alerts staff of opportunities to participate in training sessions. Goal 2

SC Law Enforcement Division/Criminal Justice Information System State Government
DPS is a "user agency" having access to the SLED/CJIS network which provides DPS access to criminal 
justice information. SLED/CJIS is the local governing authority of the CJIS Security Policy.

Goal 3

SC Division of Information Security (DIS) State Government
DIS operates under the Dept. of Administration, and they are responsible for statewide policies, 
standards, programs and services relating to cyber security and information systems. 

Goal 3

Operation Life Saver
Non-Governmental 
Organization 

Information is promoted and shared with others through the use of social media to educate the public 
on highway safety issues and initiatives related to railroad crossing and railway safety.   

Goals 1, 3, and 4

Safe Kids
Non-Governmental 
Organization 

Information is promoted and shared with others through the use of social media to educate the public 
on highway safety issues and initiatives related to child passenger safety.   

Goals 1, 3, and 4

First Steps
Non-Governmental 
Organization 

Information is promoted and shared with others through the use of social media to educate the public 
on highway safety issues and initiatives related to child passenger safety.   

Goals 1, 3, and 4

Buckle Buddies
Non-Governmental 
Organization 

Information is promoted and shared with others through the use of social media to educate the public 
on highway safety issues and initiatives related to child passenger safety.   

Goals 1, 3, and 4
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SC Emergency Management Division State Government
Information is promoted and shared with others through the use of social media to educate the public 
on highway safety issues and traffic issues related to weather and other natural disasters.   

Goals 1, 3, and 4

SC Department of Insurance State Government
Information is promoted and shared with others through the use of social media to educate the public 
on highway safety issues and initiatives.   

Goals 1, 3, and 4

Local law enforcement and first responders Local Government
Information is promoted and shared with others through the use of social media to educate the public 
on highway safety issues and law enforcement issues.   

Goals 1, 3, and 4

The motoring public Individual
Distribute important safety information regarding traffic safety issues as well as crimes such as hit- and-
runs; we ask the public to partner with us by sharing this important information. One post can be seen 
by tens of thousands as people share and re-post. 

Goals 1, 3, and 4

News media outlets Professional Association
Information is promoted and shared with others through the use of social media to educate the public 
on highway safety issues and initiatives.   

Goals 1 and 4

SC.gov State Government
Coordinate sharing of SCDPS.gov web site links that provide pertinent information regarding public 
safety issues.

Goals 1, 3, and 4

SC National Guard Federal Government
Coordinates services in emergency situations, develops plans to utilize available resources without 
duplication.

Goals 1 and 4

SC Court Administration State Government Coordinates information related to tickets. Goal 4

Solicitor's Offices Local Government
Increase traffic safety awareness, identify traffic safety trends, partner on solutions, coordinate traffic 
law enforcement, fund traffic safety initiatives. Coordinates resources to address immigration issues 
and offenses, conduct training, funds programs.

Goals 1 and 4

South Carolina Coalition Against Domestic Violence and Sexual 
Assault

Private Business Organization Coordinate resource allocation to improve impact and outcomes. Goals 1 and 4

South Carolina Victims Assistance Network Private Business Organization Coordinate resource allocation to improve impact and outcomes. Goals 1 and 4

Office of Victims Services Local Government Coordinate resource allocation to improve impact and outcomes. Goals 1 and 4

SC Division of Information Security State Government Enterprise level Information Security Governance. Goal 3

Department of Education State Government Education, enforcement, training for school bus drivers in the state of South Carolina. Goals 1 and 4
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US Department of Energy Federal Government
STP escorts Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) vehicles to and through the state of SC. WIPP was 
constructed for disposal of defense-generated TRU waste from DOE sites around the country. 

Goals 1 and 4



Agency Name:     

Agency Code:     K050 Section: 63

Item
Is this a Report, Review, or 

both?
Report or Review Name

  Name of Entity Requesting the 
Report or Conducting Review

Type of Entity
Reporting 
Frequency

Current Fiscal Year: Submission 
Date or Review Timeline 

(MM/DD/YYYY)

Summary of Information Requested in the Report or 
Reviewed

Method to Access the Report or Information from the Review

1 External Review and Report Accountability Report Executive Budget Office State Annually 09/13/2019

Agency must provide Governor and General Assembly 
with information that supports their analysis of the 

agency's budget and ensure that the Agency Head Salary 
Commission has a basis for its decisions.

http://www.scdps.gov/accountability.asp

2 External Review only Fees and Fines Report Executive Budget Office State Annually 09/01/2019  Report Agency Revenue http://www.scdps.gov/accountability.asp

3 External Review only Debt Collection Report
Senate Finance  & House Ways & 

Means Committees
State Annually 02/28/2020

Improve agency transparency/efficiency and ensure 
accountability.

Contact DPS Office of Financial Services

4 External Review only Year End Closing Packages Comptroller General's Office State Annually 07/05/2019 - 10/22/2019
Improve agency transparency/efficiency and ensure 

accountability
Electronic Submission-- Contact Comptroller General Office or DPS Office of Financial Services

5 External Review only
Bank Account Transparency & 

Accountability Report
Revenue & Fiscal Affairs 

Authority
State Annually 09/30/2019

Improve agency transparency/efficiency and ensure 
accountability

http://www.scdps.gov/accountability.asp

6 External Review only 3-year Financial Plan
Revenue & Fiscal Affairs 

Authority
State Other 10/31/2019

Improve agency transparency/efficiency and ensure 
accountability

Contact DPS Office of Financial Services 

7 External Review and Report Agreed Upon Procedures    State Auditor's Office State Annually 02/12/2020 - 03/13/2020
To test systems, processes and behavior related to 

financial activity
Contact State Auditor's Office or DPS Office of Financial Services

8 External Review and Report A-133 Audit State Auditor's Office State Annually 07/01/2019 - 03/06/2020
To review compliance with federal statutes, regulations 

and the terms and conditions of federal awards
http://osa.sc.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/17-Single-Audit.pdf

9 External Review and Report CAFR Audit Comptroller General's Office State Annually 07/01/2019 - 11/14/2019
To review the fair presentation of financial statements 
and the internal control relevant to the preparation of 

the financial statements
http://osa.sc.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/E1217CAFR-1.pdf

10 External Review only
Sole Source, Emergency, Trade-In, 

Unauthorized (Illegal) Procurements, 
Preferences and 10% Rule reports.

State Fiscal Accountability 
Authority - Procurement 

Services - Audit and Certification
State Quarterly 04/30/2020

Improve agency transparency/efficiency and ensure 
accountability

https://reporting.procurement.sc.gov/general/transparency/audit-reports

11 External Review only
Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) 

Progress Report

Department of Administration - 
Office of Executive Policy and 
Programs - Small & Minority 

Business Contracting and 
Certification

State Quarterly 04/29/2020
To monitor agency's progress toward achieving MBE 

Utilization goals in emphasizing the use of minority small 
businesses.

Contact DPS Procurement Office

12 External Review only
Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) 

Utilization Plan

Department of Administration - 
Office of Executive Policy and 
Programs - Small & Minority 

Business Contracting and 
Certification

State Annually 07/31/2019

To emphasize the use of minority small businesses, 
express a commitment by the Agency to use MBEs in all 
aspects of procurement and establishing dollar goals to 

assist the agency in meeting this objective.

Contact DPS Procurement Office

13 External Review only
Comprehensive Permanent Improvement 

Plan (CPIP)
Department of Administration -  

Executive Budget Office 
State Annually 06/10/2020

Required facilities plan to include all permanent 
improvement projects projected and proposed for five 

years by the agency.
Contact DPS Office of Financial Services - Capital Improvements

14 External Review only
Equitable Sharing Agreement and 

Certification (HP)
US Department of Justice Federal Annual 08/28/2019

To certify how funds were spent from the Federal 
Confiscated Cash Fund.

Contact DPS Office of Financial Services 

15 External Review only Composite Reservoir Accounts Comptroller General's Office State Monthly 06/12/2020 Monthly Reconciliation Contact SCDPS Office of Financial Services

16 External Review only Budget Request
Governor through Executive 

Budget Office
State Annual 09/20/2019 Agency outlines budget request for next Fiscal Year http://www.admin.sc.gov/budget/agency-budget-plans/current-budget-plans

17 External Review and Report SF 425
Federal Office of Justice 

Programs
Federal Quarterly 04/24/2020 To report quarterly Federal expenditures Request through the Office of Justice Programs

18 External Review and Report FFATA Reporting
Federal Office of Justice 

Programs
Federal Quarterly 08/31/2019

To report certain subgrantee information per the 
requirements of the Transparency Act

fsrs.gov

19 External Review and Report SEFA Comptroller General's Office State Annually 08/15/2019 To report the agencies expenditures of Federal funds osa.sc.gov

20 External Review and Report
DUI National Campaign (Sober or 

Slammer)
National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration
Federal Annually 01/11/2020

The  three reports document South Carolina's progress in 
reducing DUI violations, enabling continued federal 

resources for this vital public safety initiative and also 
enabling NHTSA to compare our progress with past 

efforts and add us to  national assessments.

Contact the Law Enforcement Support Services Manager of OHSJP, SCDPS

21 External Review and Report State Safety Belt Use Survey Report
National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration
Federal Annually 07/1/2019

This report determines how the state certifies its seat 
belt usage rate,

Contact the highway safety staff in the Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs, SCDPS

Report and External Review Template

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY Fiscal Year 2019-2020
Accountability Report
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22 External Review and Report Highway Safety Plan
National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration
Federal Annually 07/1/2019

The report provides the federal funding authority with 
the intentions and plans of the state to reduce highway 

fatalities, serious injuries and crashes. 
https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.dot.gov/files/documents/sc_fy20_hsp.pdf

23 External Review and Report Highway Safety Annual Report
National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration
Federal Annually 12/30/2019

This report discusses and analyzes statistics supporting 
highway safety and grant information. 

Contact the highway safety staff in the Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs, SCDPS

24 Internal Review and Report
Justice Assistance Grant - Performance 

Management Tool
Office of Justice Programs, US 

Department of Justice
Federal Quarterly 04/30/2020

To identify, collect and report performance 
measurement data on subgrantee grant activities and 

achievements. 
Contact the criminal justice staff in the Office of Highway Safety and  Justice Programs,  SCDPS

25 Internal Review and Report
Justice Assistance Grants - Prison Rape 

Elimination Act - Performance 
Measurement Tool

Office of Justice Programs, US 
Department of Justice

Federal Quarterly 04/30/2020
To identify, collect and report performance 

measurement data on subgrantee grant activities and 
achievements

Contact the criminal justice staff in the Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs in the 
SCDPS.

26 Internal Review and Report
Justice Assistance Grants  Management 

Information System Annual Progress 
Report

Office of Justice Programs, US 
Department of Justice

Federal Annually 12/30/2019
To identify, collect and report performance 

measurement data on subgrantee grant activities and 
achievements

Contact the criminal justice staff in the Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs, SCDPS

27 Internal Review and Report
Justice Assistance Grants Prison Rape 
Elimination Act Grants Management 

System

Office of Justice Programs, US 
Department of Justice

Federal Semi-Annual 01/29/2020
The intent of the report is to provide grantee and 

subgrantee level  program activities and achievements  
that have occurred during the monitoring period. 

Contact the criminal justice staff in the Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs, SCDPS

28 Internal Review and Report
Residential Substance Abuse Treatment 

Act Performance Management Tool
Office of Justice Programs, US 

Department of Justice
Federal Quarterly 04/30/2020

The intent of the report is to provide grantee and 
subgrantee level  program activities and achievements  

that have occurred during the monitoring period. 
Contact the criminal justice staff in the Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs, SCDPS

29 Internal Review and Report
Residential Substance Abuse Treatment 

Act Grants Management  System
Office of Justice Programs, US 

Department of Justice
Federal Semi-Annual 01/29/2020

The intent of the report is to provide grantee and 
subgrantee level  program activities and achievements  

that have occurred during the monitoring period. 
Contact the criminal justice staff in the Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs, SCDPS

30 Internal Review and Report
Paul Coverdale Forensic Science 

Improvement Act
Office of Justice Programs, US 

Department of Justice
Federal Semi-Annual 02/12/2020

The intent of the report is to provide grantee and 
subgrantee level  program activities and achievements  

that have occurred during the monitoring period. 
Contact the criminal justice staff in the Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs, SCDPS

31 Internal Review and Report
Juvenile Justice Formula Grant - Data 

Reporting Tool

Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention, Office 

of Justice Programs, US 
Department of Justice

Federal Annually 12/30/2019
The intent of the report is to provide grantee and 

subgrantee level  program activities and achievements  
that have occurred during the monitoring period. 

Contact the juvenile  justice staff in the Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs, SCDPS

32 Internal Review and Report
Juvenile Justice Formula Grant - Grants 

Management System

Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention, Office 

of Justice Programs, US 
Department of Justice

Federal Annually 12/30/2019
The intent of the report is to provide grantee and 

subgrantee level  program activities and achievements  
that have occurred during the monitoring period. 

Contact the juvenile  justice staff in the Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs, SCDPS

33 Internal Review and Report
Juvenile Justice Formula PREA - Grants 
Management System Annual Progress 

Report

Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention, Office 

of Justice Programs, US 
Department of Justice

Federal Quarterly 01/30/2020
The intent of the report is to provide grantee and 

subgrantee level  program activities and achievements  
that have occurred during the monitoring period. 

Contact the juvenile  justice staff in the Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs, SCDPS

34 Internal Review and Report
Governor's Juvenile Justice Advisory 

Council Annual Report to the Governor

The federal Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention Act 
requires states to submit a 

report to the Chief Executive and 
a condition of accepting USDOJ 

grant funds.

Federal Annually 05/30/2020
The intent of this report is to provide the Governor with 

information regarding the activities of the GJJAC and 
South Carolina's compliance with the JJDP Act

www.scdps.gov/ohsjp/jjgp.asp

35 External Review and Report
Federal Aid Reimbursement Voucher - 

National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration

National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration

Federal Monthly 06/30/2020
The Reimbursement Voucher reports are submitted so 

that SCDPS can be reimbursed for funds used to support 
highway safety projects. 

https://gts.nhtsa.gov/gts/

36 External Review and Report
Highway Safety Maintenance of Effort 

Report
National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration
Federal Annually 03/31/2020

The maintenance of effort report is submitted to show 
that SC has complied with the match requirements from 

the average level of expenditures in 2014 and 2015 for 
traffic safety areas determined by NHTSA

Contact the administrative staff of the Office of Highway Safety and Justice Programs, SCDPS

37 Internal Review and Report Child Fatality Report Internal DPS Report State Monthly 06/10/2020
This report provides a list of traffic fatalities that have 
occurred since October 10, 2014 for victims under the 

age of 18. 

Contact the Statistical Analysis and Research Section of the Office of Highway Safety and Justice 
Programs in SCDPS.  Note:  this report contains PII and requires a FOIA to the SCDPS 

Communications Division.
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38 External Review and Report Commercial Vehicle Safety Plan
Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration
Federal Annual 08/12/2019

To apply for Basic and Incentive grant funding by 
submitting a commercial vehicle safety plan (CVSP)

Written request to State Transport Police 

39 External Review and Report SF-425 (Grant Financial Report)
Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration
Federal Quarterly 04/21/2020

To report the financial status of the grant awards 
including all expenses from the beginning of the grant to 

date incurred under each Grant
Written request to State Transport Police 

40 External Review and Report SF-270 (Grant Reimbursement Request)
Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration
Federal Quarterly 04/21/2020 Grant vouchering and reimbursement requests Written request to State Transport Police 

41 External Review and Report
SF-PPR (Grant Performance Progress 

Report)
Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration
Federal Quarterly 04/24/2020 To reflect work performed to date Written request to State Transport Police 

42 External Review and Report SF-PPR-B_PRISM
Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration
Federal Quarterly 04/24/2020 Program performance progress report Written request to State Transport Police 

43 External Review and Report Size and Weight Certification Federal Highway Administration Federal Annual 12/17/2019
Certify enforcement of all state laws respecting 

maximum vehicle size and weight in compliance with 
federal statutes

Written request to State Transport Police 

44 External Review and Report Size and Weight Plan Federal Highway Administration Federal Annual 06/23/2020
Plan on how STP will accomplish the Size and Weight 

certification
Written request to State Transport Police 

45 External Review and Report Commercial Drivers License Certification
Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration
Federal Annual 12/1/2019

To certify that the State of South Carolina has 
continuously been in substantial compliance with all 
requirements of 49 U.S.C. 31311(a), as defined in 49 

C.F.R. 384.301

Written request to State Transport Police 

46 External Review and Report
Equitable Sharing Agreement and 

Certification (STP)
US Department of Justice Federal Annual 08/8/2019

Ensure effective management, promote public 
confidence in the integrity of the Equitable Sharing 
Program, and protect the Asset Forfeiture Program 

against potential waste, fraud, and abuse. The report 
also provides details on the use  federal forfeited cash, 

property, proceeds, and any interest earned. 

Contact State Transport Police

47 External Review and Report
Applicant Information and EEO Progress 

Report
South Carolina Human Affairs 

Commission
State Annual 10/21/2019

To ensure agencies are fair in their hiring/promoting 
processes.

Contact South Carolina Human Affairs Commission

48 External Review only Telecommuting
South Carolina Department of 

Administration
State Annual 08/15/2019

To provide the State Division of Human Resources with 
the total number of employees telecommuting within 

agencies.
South Carolina Department of Administration

49 External Review and Report
FBI Full Time Law Enforcement Employee 

Form
Federal Bureau of Investigations Federal Annual 11/26/2019

To collect information on the number of full-time law 
enforcement personnel employed within participating 

agencies.
Contact South Carolina Law Enforcement Division

50 External Review and Report Bonus Report
South Carolina Department of 

Administration
State Annually 08/31/2019

To report bonus information to the State Division of 
Human Resources

Contact SCDPS' Office of Human Resources

51 External Review and Report Payroll Processes Audit The State Auditor's Office State Annually 2/12/2020 - 3/13/2020
Employee pay, leave and classification data keyed into 

SCEIS with transaction documents; leave balances for the 
agency; reporting requirements

Contact SCDPS Office of Financial Services

52 External Review and Report Information Technology Data Collection
Department of Administration, 

Department of Information 
Systems

State Annually 07/31/2019

To provide agency total IT expenditure information and 
projection for next fiscal year IT expenditures, to provide 
IT personnel spending and projection for next fiscal year 
IT personnel spending, to forecast changes in personnel 

needs with respect to previous years, to inventory all 
agency IT hardware, to project any IT procurement of 

$50,000 or more, and collect information regarding 
current and future IT projects. 

Contact Nathan Hogue, Agency Relationship Manager with the Department of Administration 
(nathan.hogue@admin.sc.gov)
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62 External Review and Report
2019 Simplified Information Security and 

Privacy Survey

Department of Administration, 
Department of Information 

Systems
State Annually 08/23/2019

The South Carolina Department of Administration’s 
(Admin) Division of Information Security (DIS) is pleased 

to announce the development of a new web-based 
Simplified Information Security and Privacy Survey, 

designed to help provide a better understanding of the 
progress made in the implementation of statewide 
security initiatives and policies. Participating in this 
survey will provide a snapshot of the progress your 

agency has made and help identify any remaining gaps 
between the current and target state for implementation 

of information security-related initiatives.

Contact Department of Administration, Division of Information Security at 
informationsecurity@admin.sc.gov

53 Internal Review and Report Central Evidence Facility Audit Internal DPS Report State Annually 12/9/2019 - 1/17/2020

To a complete verification of evidentiary property 
maintained at CEF.  To ensure adherence to SCDPS Policy 

300.15 and to ensure compliance with accreditation 
standards outline in CALEA Law Enforcement Standard 

84.1.1. 

Contact Internal Auditor within SCDPS  Office of Strategic Services, Accreditation, Policy, and 
Inspections

54 Internal Review and Report Password Audit Internal DPS Report State Annually 2/2/2020 - 4/24/2020
To examine adherence to network accessibility and 

password appropriateness as it relates to SCDPS Policy 
200.35 (Password Security) and CALEA Standard 82.1.6

Contact Internal Auditor within SCDPS  Office of Strategic Services, Accreditation, Policy, and 
Inspections

55 Internal Review and Report Highway Patrol Supply Audit Internal DPS Report State Annually 6/15/2020 - 7/23/2020

To conduct an annual physical inventory count and 
examine policies and procedures as it relates to 

safeguarding and maintaining agency assets to ensure 
compliance with SCDPS Policy 100.09 (Fixed Asset 

Inventory Control System) and state audit procedures. To 
follow up on previously issued recommendations.  

Contact Internal Auditor within SCDPS  Office of Strategic Services, Accreditation, Policy, and 
Inspections

56 Internal Review and Report DPS Supply Audit Internal DPS Report State Annually 6/23/2020 - 6/30/2020

To conduct an annual physical inventory count and 
examine policies and procedures as it relates to 

safeguarding and maintaining agency assets to ensure 
compliance with SCDPS Policy 100.09 (Fixed Asset 

Inventory Control System) and state audit procedures.

Contact Internal Auditor within SCDPS  Office of Strategic Services, Accreditation, Policy, and 
Inspections

57 Internal Review and Report Confidential Fund Audit 2019 (Q3) Internal DPS Report State Quarterly 10/1/2019 - 10/29/2019

To examine the accounting and administration of the 
Confidential Fund in accordance with SCDPS 

Investigations Standard Operating Procedures and CALEA 
Standard 43.1.3 and 17.4.2.

Contact Internal Auditor within SCDPS  Office of Strategic Services, Accreditation, Policy, and 
Inspections

58 Internal Review and Report Confidential Fund Audit 2019 (Q4) Internal DPS Report State Quarterly 12/30/2019 - 1/13/2020

To examine the accounting and administration of the 
Confidential Fund in accordance with SCDPS 

Investigations Standard Operating Procedures and CALEA 
Standard 43.1.3 and 17.4.2.

Contact Internal Auditor within SCDPS  Office of Strategic Services, Accreditation, Policy, and 
Inspections

59 Internal Review and Report Confidential Fund Audit 2020 (Q1) Internal DPS Report State Quarterly 3/17/2020 - 4/20/2020

To examine the accounting and administration of the 
Confidential Fund in accordance with SCDPS 

Investigations Standard Operating Procedures and CALEA 
Standard 43.1.3 and 17.4.2.

Contact Internal Auditor within SCDPS  Office of Strategic Services, Accreditation, Policy, and 
Inspections

60 Internal Review and Report Confidential Fund Audit 2020 (Q2) Internal DPS Report State Quarterly 6/15/2020 - 7/23/2020

To examine the accounting and administration of the 
Confidential Fund in accordance with SCDPS 

Investigations Standard Operating Procedures and CALEA 
Standard 43.1.3 and 17.4.2.

Contact Internal Auditor within SCDPS  Office of Strategic Services, Accreditation, Policy, and 
Inspections

61 Internal Review and Report Procurement Card Audit Internal DPS Report State Other 10/9/2019 - 6/26/2020

To assess the effectiveness and efficiency of the current 
system of internal controls over the P-Card process to 

ensure adherence to applicable statewide policy and 
procedures.  

Contact Internal Auditor within SCDPS  Office of Strategic Services, Accreditation, Policy, and 
Inspections


